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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the Ultra-wideband (UWB) random noise waveforms have been
getting increased attention in secure communications because they exhibit unpredictable
behavior which can not be detected by conventional receivers and they are jam-resistance.
This thesis describes a novel spread spectrum technique that can be used for covert
communications. This noise modulated covert communication system (NMCC) is based
on the use of heterodyne correlation techniques to inject coherence into a random noise
signal. The BPSK-modulated signal to be transmitted containing the carrier is mixed with
band-limited UWB random noise signal. The frequency range of the UWB noise signal is
appropriately chosen so that the lower sideband of the mixing process falls over the same
frequency range. Thus, the dispersive effects caused by the atmosphere and other factors
are significantly reduced since both polarization channels operate over the same
frequency band.
In military communications, the communication system will suffer interference
from ambient noise, jamming from hostile force and multi-path. To fully understand this
prototype system, the system behaviors in a Gaussian channel, various jamming
environments and multi-path channels are properly modeled. The theoretical performance
is compared with MATLAB simulation results and the results show the deviation
between theory and simulation is smaller than 1 dB.
The system has also been built and tested in the open field. All the baseband
processing is implemented in software defined radio architecture and allows processing
of the real time audio and video experiment in the field. The audio and video can be
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successfully retrieved and the result clearly validates that the system concept will work.
The empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is applied into the baseband signal processing
to alleviate the noise interference and allow the system to operate in a noisy or jamming
channel. By using noise pilot and noise radar concept, the channel estimation in a multipath channel can be accomplished while no code needs to be inserted in baseband signal
processing and the system structure can be simple.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction to spread spectrum communication system
In military communications, there exist numerous potential threats to message
security. The communication system may operate in a hostile environment where third
parties may attempt to intercept and jam communications. One of the major needs in this
area is protection for the signals transmitted over the well-known frequency bands with
standard modulation formats making them susceptible to interception and jamming [1].
The primary objectives of today’s wireless secure communications systems are therefore
to simultaneously and reliably provide communications that are robust to jamming and
also achieve low probability of detection and low probability of intercept in hostile
environments.
The spread spectrum technique was initially developed during World War II [2].
Most of the development of spread spectrum communications was performed in the 60’s
and 70’s. Today, these techniques have been widely used in wireless military applications
because of their capability to communicate in the presence of intentional interference and
also because they permit transmission with a very low power spectral density by
spreading the signal energy over a large bandwidth [3],[4]. Hence, the spread spectrum
techniques offer both security and low probability of detection features.
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Spread spectrum is a means of using bandwidth in excess of the minimum
required bandwidth that is necessary to transmit data. Its multipath rejection
characteristics are useful for ground-based mobile communication systems and its
multiple-access characteristics allow many users to use the same bandwidth at the same
time. The two common spread spectrum modulations are direct sequence spread spectrum
(DS-SS) and frequency hopping spread spectrum (FH-SS) [3]. Both of these use pseudonoise (PN) sequences for the spreading spectrum or frequency hopping. The PN sequence
can be generated by a cascaded feedback shift register and the code length is controlled
by the number of shift registers. Figure 1-1 shows an example of a seven stage msequence PN code generator that is implemented using the Lyrtech field programmable
gate arrays (FPGA) designing software. The length of this m-sequence is 27 − 1 . Each

shift register contains its own binary initial value. When circuit is enabled by a free
running counter, each shift register sends its value to next shift register while the feed
back circuit, with modulo-2 sum, sends its output value to first shift register. The design
is not unique. Different initial values and different feedback circuit will generate different
m-sequence sequence with the same length.
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Figure 1-1: A seven stages m-sequence PN sequence generator.

The full periodic autocorrelation function of a m-sequence with m-stages is shown
in Eq. 1.1. When m increases, the ratio of φm ( j ) φm ( 0 ) decreases. From a practical
viewpoint, it can be seen as inconsequential and has similar characteristic as the delta
function when m is increasing. The m-sequence is not the only PN sequence used in
spread spectrum communications. Other sequences, such as Gold sequence and Kasami
sequence are also widely used in spread spectrum communications. The non fully
periodic autocorrelation functions of different sequences are also different but they all
serve the same purpose to increase the peak-to-sidelobe ratio.

m
φm ( j ) = 
 −1

( j = 0)
(1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1)

1.1
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The code correlation property causes multipath to be almost uncorrelated with the
desired received signal when the multipath delay exceeds the code duration time. Thus,
multipath resistance can be achieved. By applying RAKE receiver to combine several
resolvable multipath signals to form a stronger signal, the performance can be improved.
The system structure of direct sequence spread spectrum system employs binary phaseshift keying is also shown in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2: Transmitter structure of DSSS system (top) Receiver structure of DSSS
system (bottom).
The message b(t ) with bit duration time Tb is modulo-2 sum with PN sequence

c(t ) with code duration time Tc . This procedure is called spreading and the message’s
spectrum will spread into large frequency range after modulo-2 sum procedure. The
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spread signal is sent to the channel with carrier frequency fc . The signal received by
receiver’s antenna can be expressed as
r (t ) = 2 Pb(t )c(t ) cos ( 2π f c t ) + J (t )

1.2

where P is power of transmitted signal. J (t ) is the tone jamming signal with power PJ .
Assuming perfect carrier synchronization, the received baseband signal can be
mathematically expressed in Eq. 1.3 where J b (t ) is J (t ) after down conversion. Since
the conversion loss for both signal and jamming source are the same, the signal to
interference ratio (SIR) at baseband is maintained the same and is P PJ [5].
rb (t ) = 2 Pb(t )c(t ) + J b (t )

1.3

rb'(t ) = 2 Pb(t ) + J b (t )c(t )

1.4

Code synchronization methods have been already presented in [6][7]. We assume
perfect code synchronization and the rb (t ) is mixed or modulo-2 summed with the PN
sequence c(t ) which is used in the transmitter. This procedure is called despreading and
the signal after code synchronizer is expressed in Eq. 1.4. The data can be successfully
retrieved and the noise floor level is decreased since the power of the jamming signal is
spread by c(t ) . By implementing a proper filter with bandwidth Tb−1 to capture the
desired signal, the SIR at the output of filter is improved compared to the SIR at the RF
front, and is equal to PTc PJ Tb . Tc Tb is defined as processing gain. A higher code rate
implies a higher processing gain and better immunity to the jamming signal.
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Unlike the DS-SS system, the FH-SS system uses the PN sequences to randomly
hop carrier frequencies from one to another. Figure 1-3 shows how the DS-SS system and
the FH-SS system use the frequency band in different ways. The DS-SS system uses the
same frequency band all the time while the FH-SS system uses different frequency bands
in different time intervals.

Figure 1-3: Time frequency comparison between DS-SS and FH-SS system.

In multiuser environments, the users in the DS-SS system are simultaneously
using the same frequency band. Each user is assigned his or her own PN code to
minimize the co-channel interference. The FH-SS system operates in a different way.
Ideally, all the users are simultaneously using different frequency bands. This feature
provides the FH-SS system an advantage over the DS-SS system because it does not
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suffer from the near-far problem. However, it cannot avoid more than one user
simultaneously using the same frequency band in reality and collisions will occur. Even if
the clocks of each user are synchronized, collisions still may occur because the various
propagation delays will cause the signals to arrive at different times. For a fast-hopping
scenario, i.e. more than one frequency hop within each symbol, the collision will not
cause serous performance degradation. However, there will be a problem in a slowhopping scenario and error correction coding can be used to improve performance. On
the other hand, for a single user, the DS-SS system uses larger instantaneous bandwidth
than FH-SS system and it provides better noise immunity than FH-SS systems.

1.2 Introduction to chaotic carrier spread spectrum system
Since the transmitting signal is hidden under the ambient noise, the spread
spectrum techniques offer both low probability of interception and low probability of
detection features. However, by exploiting the statistical properties of the pseudo-noise
sequences used in direct-sequence spread-spectrum systems and the pseudorandom
frequency-hopping sequences used in frequency-hopping spread-spectrum systems,
statistical processing techniques such as triple correlation [8], [9], fluctuations of
autocorrelation estimators [10], and multi-hop maximum likelihood detection [11] have
been developed. These methods permit a third party to detect the spread spectrum signal
even if it is hiding under the ambient noise.
Because the communications involve data exchange between transmitter and
receiver, the strategy to interfere with an enemy’s communication system in the battle
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field is to locate the source and then disturb the communication link by broadcasting
higher power jamming signals in the environment. During the past twenty years, several
researches made great efforts to design a covert communication system which can
transmit unpredictable signals. The random behavior of the transmitted signal enhances
the security of data transmission and also prevents the hostile forces from detecting data
transmission. The most well-known system is the Lorenz-Based Chaotic system and the
system structure is shown in Figure 1-4. u (t ) and um (t ) are output signals generated by
transmitter’s and receiver’s Lorenz systems. e(t ) is error between u (t ) and um (t ) and
n (t ) is channel noise.

Figure 1-4: System structure of chaotic system [12].
If the Jacobian functions of the Lorenz systems at transmitter side and receiver
side have the same parameters σ and r , the Jacobian function of Lorenz system at
transmitter side is shown in Eq. 1.5 and the Jacobian function of Lorenz system at
receiver side is shown in Eq. 1.6. m(t ) is binary bit sequence that system intends to
transmit and v and w are driven signals.

u' = σ (v − u )
v ' = ru − v − uw
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1.5

'

w = uv − m (t ) w

u'= σ (v − u)

v ' = ru − v − uw
w' = uv

1.6

The chaotic system uses the fact that any two identical Lorenz systems can be
synchronized with the same parameter and the system recovers the bit sequence by
comparing the error between the received signal and synchronized signal. When a bit-0 is
sent, the value of m(t ) is zero and the Eq. 1.5 and Eq. 1.6 are exactly the same. The error
signal el (t ) in the Figure 1-4 is relatively small comparing with the period that the bit-1 is
sent [12]. An example comparing the error signal and send data is shown in Figure 1-5. If
the error is greater than a specified threshold, the demodulator will recognize that the bit1 is sent. Otherwise, the demodulator will recognize that the bit-0 is sent.
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Figure 1-5: (a) Transmitted bit sequence (b) Error between received signal and
synchronized signal [12].
Most theory of chaotic systems has been completely developed in 90’s and the
commercial product is available. The transmitted waveform of chaotic systems present
unpredictable behavior but one major problem restricts the application. The selfsynchronization properties of Lorenz system will be lost in a noisy channel. Thus, this
system can not operate in the channel with low signal to noise (SNR) ratio and will not
suitable for wireless military communication since the SNR in the battle field is relatively
low compared with the commercial environment.

1.3 Covert communication by using Gaussian noise
In order to maintain both covertness and performance during the data
transmission, researchers started to use pure white Gaussian noise for data transmission
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in the early 1980’s. The most well-known method uses different delays to accomplish the
modulation. For example, the modulation can be accomplished by assigning different
delays to different messages and the modulated signal is summed with original noise
before transmitting through the channel. To increase the security for the data transmission,
the transmitted signal is summed with more than one delayed signals and only one of
them is controlled by the message [13]. By using this modulation technique, the
transmitted signal can be expressed as

s (t ) = n(t ) + n(t − Ti ) + ∑ n(t − Tg )
n

g =1

1.7

where n (t ) is a zero mean band-limited white Gaussian noise. Ti is specific delay that
assign to the corresponding message. Tg is fixed during the whole data transmission. For
binary modulation, T1 is assigned to bit-0 and T2 is assigned to bit-1. The demodulator
receives s (t ) and than find its autocorrelation Rs ,s (τ ) . If the peak is showing up at τ
equal to T1 , the demodulator makes a decision that the bit-0 is sent. Using the same
concept, the demodulator makes decision that the bit-1 is sent when the peak appears at

τ equal to T2 . The modulation technique shows random behavior in the time domain and
the system has better noise immunity compared to the chaotic system. The major
disadvantage of this system is that the third party may be aware there is a signal
transmitting in the channel since the autocorrelation function of intercepted signal shows
multiple peaks.
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1.4 Thesis overview

By combining heterodyne correlation receiver and using band-limited Gaussian
noise as spreading source, the Radar and Communications Laboratory at The
Pennsylvania State University has developed a prototype UWB covert communication
system. The main contribution is that the system provides excellent covertness. In the
time domain, the transmitted waveform has characteristics similar to white Gaussian
noise and this feature prevents the transmitted signal from being detected by the higher
autocorrelation method. On the other hand, the flat spectrum of transmitted signal
provides good immunity to the “average spectrum” detecting method when the
transmitted signal is hidden under noise floor. The preliminary field test results
successfully validate our concept. By assuming filtered noise can be approximated by a
white Gaussian, validated by numerical result, we obtained the approximate bit error rate
(BER) models in white Gaussian channel, partial-Band jamming channel, and channel
contains DS/SS interference.
The thesis contains five subsequent chapters. Chapter-2 provides the block
diagram and theoretical analysis of noise modulated covert communication (NMCC)
system. Chapter-3 analyzes and models the system performance in the white Gaussian
noise channel (AWGN) in single user and multi-user environment. Chapter-4 shows the
system implementation and real-time field test results which clearly validate this concept
can be realized. The FPGA implementation is also included in Chapter-4. Chapter-5
analyzes the system performance in the Partial-band jamming channel, the channel with
DS-SS signal interference, and multipath channel. A new algorithm is also presented in
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this chapter to improve the BER performance in the multipath channel. Finally, Chapter-6
gives conclusions and future work that need to be done to achieve push to talk.

Chapter 2
System overview of noise modulated covert communication system

2.1 Transmitter design

The motivation for designing NMCC system is to be able to conceal a message
from an adversary and to avoid jamming countermeasures while maintaining an
acceptable performance level. Instead of using a pseudo-noise sequence, a band-limited
Gaussian noise waveform is used to spread the signal’s power over a large bandwidth.
Thus, a large processing gain is achieved and the system can operate in a noisy or
jammed channel. Since non-periodic random waveform is using for the NMCC system,
the reference signal and message signal should both be sent to the receiver in order to
implement the heterodyne correlation receiver. There are three possibilities for
transmitting the two signals through the channel as shown in Figure 2-1 .
In the delay diversity approach, one of the two signals is delayed byτ , summed
with the other, and the composite signal transmitted using a single antenna. At the
receiver, an identical delay is used to separate the signals prior to correlation in the mixer
[14]. The hardware implementation in this scheme is slightly complicated, but it
conserves bandwidth as the signals occupy the same frequency band. In the band stacking
approach, the two transmit signals are arranged so as to occupy contiguous frequency
bands, thereby increasing bandwidth, but sharing a single antenna. The receiver structure
is quite simple, however. This is similar to the frequency-offset noise modulation
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technique [15]. To conserve bandwidth, maintain a simple receiver structure, and
eliminate self-interference due to the receiver mixing process in the time and frequency
diversity schemes, the NMCC system injects polarization diversity into the system and
transmits the reference signal and message via orthogonally-polarized antennas. The
block diagram of the transmitter section of our secure communications system is shown
in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-1: Channel diversity implementation possibilities.
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Figure 2-2: Transmitter block diagram (AMP = amplifier, BPF = band-pass filter, DL =
delay line, FPGA = field programmable gate array, H = horizontal, OSC = oscillator, PD
= power divider, SSB = single sideband, V = vertical).
The noise generator generates a zero-mean band-limited Gaussian noise
waveform with center frequency f n (1.5-GHz). This Gaussian noise is passed through a
band-pass filter. The band-pass filter ensures that the signal is confined within the
antenna operation frequency range (1–2-GHz) and the mathematic expression of this
filtered band-limited noise is shown in Eq. 2.1 . The s I (t ) and s Q (t ) are independent
Gaussian random processes. The Eq. 2.1 can be also written in an alternative expression
and is shown in Eq. 2.2 [16].

n(t ) = s I (t ) cos ( 2π f n t ) − sQ (t ) sin ( 2π f n t )

2.1

n(t ) = a(t ) cos ( 2π f nt + φ (t ) )

2.2
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where a (t ) is a Rayleigh distributed random variable and φ (t ) is an uniformly distributed
random variable in the range [−π , π ] . Further descriptions of these two random variables
are given in Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 .
a (t ) = s I2 (t ) + sQ2 (t )

 sQ (t ) 
φ (t ) = tan − 1 

 s I (t ) 

2.3
2.4

This filtered noise n(t ) is then fed to a power divider. One output of the power
divider connects to a delay line with delay t1 . The delayed band-limited noise is
amplified and transmitted through a horizontally polarized antenna as the reference. The
reference signal can be mathematically expressed in Eq. 2.5 and the time and frequency
domain plots of reference signal are shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4.

H (t ) = a (t − t1 ) cos (2πf n (t − t1 ) + θ (t − t1 ) )

2.5

This specific delay time assigned to each user increases the security of the system.
Without knowledge of this delay time, a third party cannot recover the transmitted data
even if they know that the reference and message are being transmitted and know the
frequency range and polarization of the transmitted signal. On the other hand, assigning
different delay times to different users allow more than one user to share the same
channel at the same time. The detailed discussion of multiuser communication for NMCC
systems will presented in the Chapter-3.
.
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Figure 2-3: Time domain plot of horizontally transmitted signal.

Figure 2-4: Frequency domain plot of horizontally transmitted signal.
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A binary bit sequence m(t ) is sent from the digital to analog converter to the
mixer and is mixed with the 3-GHz (= f c ) carrier that is generated by a phase-locked
oscillator. This narrow-band (3-GHz) modulated RF message signal is used as the local
oscillator of the single sideband up-converter and mixed with the 1–2-GHz band-limited
noise which is from the other output of the power divider. The single sideband upconverter is a device which can exactly select the upper sideband (centered at f c + f n ) or
the lower sideband (centered at f c − f n ) of the mixing process. In our system, the lower
sideband is selected. This noise-like signal is amplified and transmitted through a
vertically polarized antenna which we denote as V (t ) . The amplifier gains are adjusted
to equalize the transmit power levels at the two antennas. The time and frequency domain
plots of V (t ) is shown in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 and V (t ) can be expressed as

V (t ) = m(t ) a (t ) cos ( 2π ( f c − f n )t − θ (t ) )

2.6

By judiciously choosing f c = 2 f n , the system can ensure that the lower sideband
is located in the same frequency range as H (t ) . Thus, the dispersive effects caused by the
atmosphere and other factors are significantly reduced since both polarization channels
operate over the same frequency band . It is evident that the spread spectrum process is
accomplished within the single sideband up-converter and this noise-like signal contains
the message that we wish to transmit covertly.
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Figure 2-5: Time domain plot of vertically transmitted signal.

Figure 2-6: Frequency domain plot of vertically transmitted signal.
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From Figure 2-3 to Figure 2-6, the transmitted signals in both channels show the
random behavior and the spectrum is flat similar to white Gaussian noise. These
characteristics increase the difficulty for third party to recognize that there is message
transmitting in the channel.

2.2 Receiver design
The receiver block diagram is shown in Figure 2-7. For short-range (less than 5
km) and low frequency (less than 20 GHz) applications, we can assume that the
amplitude and phase factors are the same for both polarization channels, since they are
specifically designed so as to operate over the same frequency band. The received signals
V (t ) and H (t ) for the vertically and horizontally polarized channels, respectively, are
given by

V (t ) = Am(t )a(t ) cos ( 2π ( fc − f n )t − θ (t ) )

2.7

H (t ) = Aa(t − t1 ) cos ( 2π f n (t − t1 ) + θ (t − t1 ) )

2.8

And

where A is the amplitude factor caused during propagation and under the
assumption that the channel is noiseless. Without loss of generality, we can assume that

A = 1 . These signals are received simultaneously by a dual linear polarization antenna.
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Figure 2-7: Receiver block diagram Transmitter block diagram ( AMP = amplifier, BPF
= band-pass filter, DL = delay line, FPGA = field programmable gate array, H =
horizontal, OSC = oscillator, V = vertical).

The V (t ) is passed through a delay line with the same delay time t1 and is then
mixed with H (t ) in the mixer. This brings the two channels in synchronization. If this
delay does not exactly match the corresponding transmit delay, no message can be
extracted from the mixed signal. Only a friendly receiver knows the exact value of this
delay. Thus, an unfriendly receiver will not be able to perform the proper correlation to
decode the hidden message.
The mixed signal contains both sum frequency signal s (t ) and a difference
frequency signal d (t ) . It can be expressed in Eq. 2.9:

r(t) = 0.5a2 (t − t1 )m(t − t1)cos ( 2π fc (t − t1)) + 0.5a2 (t − t1)m(t − t1)cos ( 2θ (t − t1))
= s(t) + d (t).

2.9
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Because the difference frequency signal contains the random phase 2θ (t − t1 ) and
can be discarded as interference, a band-pass filter with center at fc only catches the sum
frequency signal which always has a center located at fc (3-GHz). The filtered RF signal
is than mixed with a 3-GHz carrier in order to strip off the carrier. The received baseband
signal b(t ) at the output of the low-pass filter is expressed as
b(t ) = 0.25a 2 (t − t1 )m(t − t1 ) ⊗ h(t )

2.10

where h(t ) is filter impulse response. Since binary modulation is used and the
a 2 (t − t1 ) term is always positive, the transmitted bit sequence can be successfully

retrieved from b(t ) .

2.3 Transmitted signal analysis

From above discussion, the transmitted signals in both channels demonstrate
random behavior and the stochastic characteristic is similar to white Gaussian noise. To
ensure the third party cannot recognize there is a message transmitting in the channel, we
also need to ensure the amplitude and phase of composite electronic magnetic (EM) wave
has random behavior. If V (tk ) and H (tk ) are the instantaneous magnitudes of the electric
fields in the vertical and horizontal polarization channel at time ‘ tk ’ respectively, the
instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous polarization angle (with respect to the
horizontal) of the composite transmitted wave are given by Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12.

E (tk ) = V 2 (tk ) + H 2 (tk )

2.11
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And
φ (t k ) = tan −1 (V (t k ) H (tk ) )

2.12

Applying Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.5 into Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12, the instantaneous amplitude and
angle of the transmitted composite EM wave can be plotted in the Figure 2-8 and the
temporal variation of the composite EM wave is shown in Figure 2-9. Six sequential
samples with time interval 0.333 ns are used to plot Figure 2-9. Unlike single carrier
communication systems, the samples of the RF signals have aperiodic behavior. The
simulation results demonstrate that the composite transmitted signal appears totally
unpolarized to any outside observer. It is therefore very difficult for a third party to
recognize that there is a message propagating in the air since the waveform appears as
unpolarized noise, thereby providing the covertness feature.
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Figure 2-8: Amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) plot of composite EM wave.

Figure 2-9: Temporal variation of electric field vector of composite wave.
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2.4 System with software defined radio
The software-defined radio (SDR) is defined as a radio system that uses software
to control a variety of modulation techniques, communications security functions, and
other IF and baseband signal processing [17]. This concept was proposed at the end of the
1980’ s and is broadly used by the armed forces as well as in wireless communications
such as global positioning systems (GPS), Bluetooth, Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA), and through-wall radar systems. The SDR technique provides more
flexibility for engineers to design a novel communication system. By programming IF or
baseband signal processing on the FPGA board, the prototype system with low size and
weight and controllable by software is possible to be realized.
In our prototype system, all the baseband signal processing is implemented in the
high speed FPGA board and a portable system has been built for real time audio and
video field test. The SDR based covert communication system has several advantages
compared to the conventional communication systems. By using hardware description
languages to program the FPGA board, the numbers of RF components can be reduced.
This feature minimizes the difference between simulation results and the experiment
results because analog type RF components usually will generate extra noise. Other
advantages of FPGA are listed below.
(1) The FPGA board is programmable. It allows the designer to change the system block
diagram without buying extra components.
(2) Powerful DSP functionality, applying the digital filter, and channel coding on the
board is possible.
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(3) Fast computation of FPGA board makes real time processing possible.
(4) The cost can be reduced.
Figure 2-10 shows the FPGA design overview of the NMCC system. At
transmitter side, the voice or music input is sampled by an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). The ADC translates each sample value to a frame and each frame contains a
fixed number of binary bits. The bit sequence is sent to modulator. In our design, the
binary modulation is chosen and the modulated antipodal bit sequence is sent to channel
encoder. The channel coding maintains the system performance against the distortion that
caused by a non-ideal channel. The coded data sends to digital-to-analog covert (DAC)
where the bit-1 translates to positive voltage signal and bit-0 translates to negative
voltage signal. The DAC connect to a mixer and up-convert the message to RF frequency
range.
At receiver side, the output of low-pass filter is connected with the ADC. The
sampled bit sequence sends to the threshold detector and then to the channel decoder. The
original frame can be retrieved after the channel decoder and the DAC translates these
frames back to analog voice format and broadcast with a speaker. The detailed real-time
audio FPGA design will be shown in the Chapter-4 while the real-time video FPGA
design is shown in [18].
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Figure 2-10: FPGA design overview.

Chapter 3
Performance of NMCC system in AWGN channel

3.1 Motivation
In wireless communications, the bit error rate (BER) is an indicator used to gauge
and compare the system performance. Since the NMCC system is a new architecture, the
theoretical BER performance in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is
derived and is compared with simulation results in this chapter. Unlike other singlechannel spread spectrum systems, the low-pass equivalent model can directly be used to
model the system behavior in the Gaussian channel. The spreading and despreading
process of our system is accomplished at the RF front-end. The noise floor at the antenna
output is not the same as that at the output of the first mixer and the noise terms within
the system are generated by the mixing of two zero mean independent Gaussian random
variables. Thus, the system behavior needs to be modeled based upon the relationship
between the SNR at the output of receiver antenna and the probability of bit error. In this
chapter, we will demonstrate that the mixed noise can be approximated as white Gaussian
after passing through a narrow band filter and the BER equation can be approximated by
the Q-function. The bandwidths of the signal, antenna, low-pass filter and the SNR at the
output of receiver’ s antenna are the parameters which dominate the BER when the bit
rate is fixed.
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3.2 Single user performance in white Gaussian channel

3.2.1 Channel models
In the system implementation, the antenna’ s bandwidth will slightly greater than
the bandwidth of V (t ) and H (t ) . Thus, the power spectrum of received signals in both
channels will not be truncated by the antenna and they have rectangular spectrum shapes.
Since the channel noise is a zero mean white Gaussian noise, the power spectrum density
function of channel noise at antenna’ s output also has a rectangular shape. Figure 3-1
shows an example of the power spectrum density function of received signal and received
channel noise at the output of vertical polarization antenna. The received signal has
spectrum magnitude S s and bandwidth Bs while the noise has spectrum magnitude S n
and bandwidth Bn . Under this condition, the SNR at the output of antenna can be found
using Eq. 3.1. In this chapter, the SNR at the output of vertical and horizontal polarized
antennas are denoted as SNRV and SNRH respectively.

SNRv =

S s Bs
S n Bn

3.1
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Figure 3-1: Power spectrum of received signal and noise.
In AWGN channel, the actual received signal from the vertically polarized

~
~
antenna V (t ) and the horizontally polarized antenna H (t ) can be written as, respectively,
V (t ) = V (t ) + nv (t )

3.2

H (t ) = H (t ) + nH (t )

3.3

where V (t ) and H (t ) are received message and reference. nV (t ) and n H (t ) terms are
zero mean band-limited white Gaussian noise and these two terms are assumed
uncorrelated since they are received on different channels. These two noise terms are
independent of V (t ) and H (t ) . The analytical forms of these two noise terms are shown
in Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5.
nV (t ) = aV (t ) cos( 2πf n + θ V (t ))

3.4

n H (t ) = a H (t ) cos(2πf n + θ H (t ))

3.5
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aV (t ) and aH (t ) are independent Rayleigh distribution random variables and

θV (t ) and θ H (t ) are independent uniform distribution random variables within the range

[π , −π ] .

The power of nV (t ) and n H (t ) are equal to their variance since they are zero

mean random variables and these are denoted as σ V2 and σ H2 , respectively. We further
assume that the power of V (t ) and H (t ) , both of which are zero-mean band-limited
Gaussian processes, are the same and these are denoted as σ S2 . From Eq. 3.1, the SNR V
and SNR H values at the output of vertical and horizontal polarized antennas are
σ S2 σ V2 and σ S2 σ H2 respectively. In reality, the bandwidth of V (t ) is slightly greater than

that of H (t ) due to the modulation m(t ) induced on it. To hide the signal under the
ambient noise and maintain system performance, the bandwidth of m(t ) should be very
small compared with H (t ) . Thus, we can assume that the signal bandwidth of V (t ) and
H (t ) (hence the bandwidth of V (t ) and H (t ) ) is BS , and that the bandwidth of nV (t )
and n H (t ) is Bn (equal to the receive antenna bandwidth). In real system implementation,

the Bn is not exactly the same as BS but will very close to BS in order to avoid receiving
extra interference.
From the discussion in Chapter-2, V (t ) will pass through a delay lines, the delay
time being the same as the delay line that is implemented in the transmitter. The output
of delay line is expressed in Eq. 3.6 .
V '
(t ) = V (t − t1 ) + nv (t − t1 )

3.6
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where t1 is the delay time of the delay line. The receiver mixes Eq. 3.6 with Eq. 3.3. The
mixed signal S (t ) contains the desired signal term H (t − t1 )V (t ) (first term below) and
three interference cross terms given by

S (t ) = V (t − t1 ) H (t ) + nV (t − t1 ) H (t ) + nH (t ) V (t − t1 ) + nV (t − t1 )nH (t )

3.7

All the terms in Eq. 3.7 contain the sum frequency components signal and the
difference frequency components signal. In the real system implementation, the bandpass filter is used to capture just the sum frequency signal centered at f c (3 GHz)
containing the information message, while discarding all difference frequency signals
contained in S (t ) are discarded as noise. The sum frequency components signal of each
noise term in S (t ) is given by

nV (t − t1 ) H (t ) sum = 0.5a (t − t1 ) aV (t − t1 ) cos(2π fct + θ (t − t1 ) + θV (t − t1 ) + 2δ )
nH (t )V (t − t1 ) sum = 0.5aH (t )a (t − t1 )m(t − t1 ) cos(2π fc t − θ (t − t1 ) + θ H (t ) + δ )
nH (t ) nv (t − t1 ) sum = 0.5aH (t ) aV (t − t1 ) cos(2π fct + θ H (t ) + θV (t − t1 ) + δ )

3.8

where δ = −2π f nt1 .

3.2.2 Modeling noise terms

Let BPF ( x(t ) ) denote the band-pass filtered output of the signal x(t ). The bandpass filtered noise signals are denoted as n1 (t ) , n2 (t ) , and n3 (t ) , where
n1 (t ) = BPF( nV (t − t1)H (t )sum ) , n2 (t) = BPF( nH (t )V (t − t1)sum ) , and n3 (t ) = BPF( nH (t )nV (t − t1 )sum ) .

In order to calculate the BER, the probability density function (PDF) of filtered noise
needs to be found. Because the PDF of multiple two independent zero mean Gaussian
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variable is approximated by a modified Bessel function of the second kind as shown in
Eq. 3.9 , the closed form probability density function for the sum n1 (t ) + n 2 (t ) + n3 (t ) is
extremely difficult to derive. σ x and σ y in Eq. 3.9 are square root of the variance of the
random variable x and y respectively.

f (n) =

 n
1
K0 
 σ xσ y
πσ xσ y







3.9

Because the bandwidth of filtered noise is much smaller than before filtering, the
noise spectrum following the filter is relatively flat compared to the sum frequency noise.
Thus, we assume the filtered noise to be a white Gaussian random variable. For
convenience, we assume that the bandwidth of the band-pass filter is twice that of the
low-pass filter following the second down-conversion, since the low-pass filter is the key
component dominating the received noise spectrum before the decision circuit. Later in
this chapter, we will compare the approximate model with simulation results to show that
our derivation by applying this assumption also works when the bandwidth of band-pass
filter is much greater than bandwidth of low-pass filter.
Based on our simulation analysis, a cumulative distribution function (CDF) and
probability density function comparison between n1 (t ) (a representative interference
term) and a zero mean band-limited Gaussian with the same power and frequency range
are shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 . In the simulation, the bandwidth of band-pass
filter is 40 MHz ( BL =20 MHz), the bandwidth of signal BS is 970 MHz, and the
bandwidth of the channel noise Bn is 980 MHz. From results shown in Figure 3-2 and
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Figure 3-3, both CDF and PDF plots are very close. Thus, these results validate our
assumption that the filtered sum frequency noise terms can be approximated as Gaussian

Figure 3-2: Cumulative distribution function comparison between zero mean Gaussian
and band-pass filtered noise term.
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Figure 3-3: Probability density function comparison between zero mean Gaussian and
band-pass filtered noise term.
After recognizing that the filtered noise can be approximated as a Gaussian, the
means and variances of the filtered noise terms need to be found for calculating the BER.
Since the ideal filter is considered as a linear component, the mean of n1 (t ) can be found
by
∞
E [ n1 (t )] = E  ∫ h(τ )nV (t − t1 − τ ) H (t − τ )dτ 
 − ∞


=

∫

= 0
−

h(τ ) E [ nV (t − t1 − τ ) ] E  H (t − τ )  dτ
∞

∞

3.10

where the h(τ ) is impulse response of band-pass filter [19]. Similarly, the mean of

signals of n2 (t ) and n3 (t ) are both zero. The next step is to calculate the variance of
filtered noise and the variance of filtered noise which is equal to its power. Clearly, the
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power of n1 (t ) , n2 (t ) , and n3 (t ) can be obtained by integrating the power spectrum of
the sum frequency noise of nV (t − t1 ) H (t ) , nH (t )V (t − t1 ) , and nV (t − t1 )nH (t ) within the
band-pass filter frequency range.
Again, we try to find the variance of n1 (t ) first and then use the same concept to
find the variance of the n2 (t ) and n3 (t ) . It is clear to show that the power of n1 (t ) is
equivalent to integrating the power spectrum of nV (t − t1 ) H (t ) sum within the band-pass
filter frequency range. The power spectrum of nV (t − t1 ) H (t ) sum is denoted as Sn

V

,H

(f).

The average power of this sum frequency component noise needs to be found first in
order to find the mathematical expression of S n

V

,H

( f ) . We know that for a given ergodic

random process x(t ) , its autocorrelation function R xx (τ ) and its power spectral density
S x ( f ) form a Fourier Transform pair, i.e. R xx (τ ) ↔ S x ( f ) . Furthermore, the average
power of such a random process is the value of the autocorrelation function at zero lag,
i.e. equal to R xx (0) . From the above discussion and Eq. 3.8 , the average power of
nV (t − t1 ) H (t ) sum can be found by

PS = E[(0.5a(t −t1)aV (t −t1)cos(2π fct +θ(t −t1) +θV (t −t1) + 2δ ))2 ]

= 0.125E  a2 (t −t1)aV2 (t)cos(4π fct + 2θ(t −t1) + 2θV (t −t1) + 4δ ) + 0.125E[a2 (t −t1)aV2 (t −t1)]

= 0.125E  a2 (t −t1) E  aV2 (t −t1) .

3.11

Recognizing that a (t − t1 ) and aV (t − t1 ) are independent Rayleigh distributed
random variables. Furthermore, the kth moment of a Rayleigh distributed random variable

x is noted as
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1 ⋅ 3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ kσ k π 2
E[ x k ] = 
n
2n
 2 n !σ

where

k = 2n + 1
k = 2n

3.12

πσ 2 2 is the mean. Appling k = 2 and n = 1 into Eq. 3.12, the E  a 2 (t − t1 )  and

2
2
E  aV2 (t − t1 )  can be calculated as 2σ s and 2σ V respectively. Therefore, we have

PS = 0.5σ S2σV2

3.13

S nV , H ( f ) has a trapezoidal shape with center at f c and the bandwidth is Bn plus BS

because S n

V

,H

( f ) is generated by convolution of two rectangular spectra. The center

frequency of these two spectra is 0.5 fc and the bandwidth of these two spectra are Bn and
BS respectively. Since Bn will be very close to BS in the system implementation, the
S nV , H ( f ) can be considered as an isosceles triangle shape with the center at f c and the

bandwidth Bn + BS . By using the known fact that the integration of S n

V

and knowing the bandwidth, shape, and center of S n

V

,H

,H

( f ) is 0.5σ S2σV2

( f ) , the mathematical forms of the

S nV , H ( f ) can be found as

− 2σV2σS2 f − fc σV2σS2
,
+

Sn ,Hˆ ( f ) =  (Bn + BS )2
B
B
+
n
S
V
0
,

A simulation result of S n

V

,H

fc − 0.5(Bn + BS ) ≤ f ≤ fc + 0.5(Bn + BS )

3.14

otherwise.

( f ) is shown in Figure 3-4 and which proves that

S nV , H ( f ) has an isosceles triangle shape. In the simulation, Bn is 980 MHz while BS is

960 MHz. Because the finite length data are used to plot the spectrum and finite length
data cannot exactly describe the behavior of a random variable, the magnitude fluctuation
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appears in Figure 3-4 .That is the same reason to explain why the spectrum plots of V (t )
and H (t ) in Chapter-2 also have magnitude fluctuation.

Figure 3-4: Spectrum of nV (t − t1 ) H (t ) sum .
Using Eq. 3.14, the average power (variance) of filtered noise n1 (t ) can be found by
Pn1 =

∫

fc + BL
fc − BL

Sn

V

, Hˆ

( f ) df = 0.5G1σ S2σ V2

3.15

where G1 is given by
2
 
2 BL  
G1 =  1 −  1 −
 

Bn + BS  




3.16
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In a similar manner, n2 (t ) and n3 (t ) can be derived as 0.5G1σ S2σ H2 and

0.5G2σ V2σ H2 , respectively, where G2 is given by




B 
G2 =  1 −  1 − L 

Bn 






2




3.17

From above derivation, the n1 (t ) , n2 (t ) , and n3 (t ) terms can be considered as
zero mean band-limited Gaussian with variances 0.5G1σ S2σ V2 , 0.5G1σ S2σ H2 , and 0.5G2σ V2σ H2 .
The summation of n1 (t ) , n2 (t ) , and n3 (t ) , representing the total interference component,
is also a zero mean band-limited Gaussian random variable and we denote it as n(t ) . The
variance of n(t ) is equal to its average power and is given by

var( n) = var( n1 ) + var(n2 ) + var( n3 ) + cov(n1 , n2 )
+ cov( n1 , n3 ) + cov( n2 , n3 )

3.18

where cov( x, y) is the covariance between x and y defined as
cov( x, y ) = E[ xy] − E[ x]E[ y]

3.19

It can be readily shown that cov(n1 , n2 ) , cov(n1 , n3 ) , and cov(n2 , n3 ) are zero because n1 (t ) ,
n2 (t ) , and n3 (t ) are uncorrelated to each other. Applying this result to the Eq. 3.18, the

Eq. 3.18 can be reduced as
var(n ) = 0.5(G1σ S2σ V2 + G1σ S2σ H2 + G2σ V2σ H2 )

3.20

n(t ) can be expressed as N (0,0.5(G1σ S2σ V2 + G1σ S2σ H2 + G2σ V2σ H2 )) . This RF band-

limited Gaussian noise is mixed with the 3-GHz carrier and then down conversion to the
baseband. The power of the baseband noise is 25% of n(t ) due to the mixing process.
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The baseband noise is also zero mean Gaussian random variable with power

0.125(G1σ S2σ V2 + G1σ S2σ H2 + G2σ V2σ H2 ) .

3.2.3 Modeling signal term
From Eq. 2.10, when the low-pass filter does not truncate the spectrum of
received baseband signal, the average power of received baseband signal can be
calculated by finding the fourth moment of a (t − t1 ) and can be shown as
Pb ≈ E  (0.25a 2 (t − t1 )) 2  = 0.5σ S4

3.21

Because the a 2 (t − t1 ) term in Eq. 2.10 will spread the baseband signal power into
large frequency range and is much wider than the bandwidth of low-pass filter, the lowpass filter adding in the receiver will truncate the signal spectrum and the received
baseband signal power will smaller than 0.5σ S4 . The power loss factor ρ should be
included in Eq. 3.21 to properly reflect the effect of adding a low-pass filter. ρ is defined
as the ratio between the truncated baseband signal power after the low-pass filter to the
untruncated baseband signal. Clearly, the loss factor satisfies 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and the power of
the received baseband signal at the output of low-pass filter is represented as 0.5ρσ S4 .
Figure 3-5 shows MATLAB simulation results of the spectrum plots of the received
baseband signal. In the simulation, the bandwidth of transmitted signal is 970-MHz and
the bit rate is 5 Mbps. The plots demonstrate that the signal power disperses into large
frequency range and this spectrum leakage will decrease the power efficiency and
contaminate the adjacent channel. In digital communication, the pulse shaping is
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commonly used to solve this problem but our research shows that a 2 (t − t1 ) term still
disperses the received baseband signal power into a large frequency range even if the
pulse shaping filter is implemented in the transmitter [20]. An example of adding RaisedCosine filter with roll-off factor of 0.25 in the system is shown in Figure 3-6. From
Figure 3-6, we can observe that the pulse shaping technique does not solve this problem.
Thus, increasing the power efficiency for NMCC system is still an open problem.
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Figure 3-5: Power spectrum of received baseband signal.
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Figure 3-6: Power spectrum of received baseband signal when Raised-Cosine filter
added in the transmitter.
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3.2.4 Comparing simulation results and theoretical results
Since the baseband noise can be approximated to a zero mean Gaussian noise and
the binary modulation is used, the BER equation of the NMCC system can be expressed
by the Q-function with two parameters. One is the spectrum magnitude of the noise ( N 0 )
and the other is bit energy ( Eb ) [21]. The spectrum magnitude of the baseband noise can
be found by dividing its power with its bandwidth and the bit energy can be found by
times the power of the received baseband signal with the bit duration time Tb . The power
of

the

baseband

noise

is

found

in

Section-3.2.2

and

is

0.125(G1σ S2σ V2 + G1σ S2σ H2 + G2σ V2σ H2 ) . The power of received baseband signal is found in
Section-3.2.3 and is 0.5 ρσ S4 . With these information, the BER of the NMCC system with
a two sided spectrum can be modeled as

 Eb
 N0

Pe = Q 





 = Q 



8ρσ S4Tb BL
G1σ S2σ V2 + G1σ S2σ H2 + G2σ V2σ H2








3.22

The well-known Q ( x) function is shown below for reference as
Q( A) =

1
2π

∫e
∞

− x2 / 2

dx

3.23

A

Eq. 3.22 can be also expressed using SNR V and SNR H as follows


Pe = Q 



8 ρ Tb BL
G1SNR + G1SNR H-1 + G2SNR -1VSNR H-1
-1
V







3.24

Because the PDF of baseband signal after passing through a low-pass filter does not have
a closed form, the loss factor ρ is numerically found by Matlab simulation. In order to
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find the loss factor properly, the bandwidth of the band-pass filter in the simulation must
be wide enough (2-4 GHz) to ensure that the filter will not truncate the spectrum of the
sum frequency components signal while successfully discarding the difference frequency
components signal. An example shown in Figure 3-7 reveals that the spectrum of
received baseband signal is more concentrated near 0-Hz when the bandwidth of V (t ) and
H (t ) is decreases.

Figure 3-7: Loss factor verse bandwidth of low-pass filter
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As finding the loss factor, a whole system simulation is performed to compare
simulation results with Eq. 3.24 and the results are plotted in Figure 3-8 , Figure 3-9, and
Figure 3-10. Since the NMCC system is an UWB communication system, we only
discuss the cases when the bandwidth of transmitted signals is greater than 500 MHz. In
the simulation setup, the SNRV and SNRH are equal. The bandwidth of the antenna is
equal to the bandwidth of transmitted signal ( BS = Bn ) . The band-pass filter has a
bandwidth of 100 MHz and is centered at 3 GHz while the low-pass filter bandwidth is
20 MHz or 7 MHz. From our independent simulation results, bit rate is 5 Mbps, the value
of ρ is 0.5 and 0.487 when the bandwidth of low-pass filter is 20 MHz and 7 MHz,
respectively, and the bandwidth of antenna is 980 MHz. ρ is approximately 0.52 and 0.5
when the bandwidth of low-pass filter is 20 MHz and 7 MHz ,respectively, and the
bandwidth of antenna is 500 MHz. The value of ρ is 0.49 and 0.518 when the bit rate is
10 Mbps and 2 Mbps respectively for a antenna bandwidth of 980 MHz and low-pass
filter bandwidth of 20 MHz.
From Figure 3-8 , Figure 3-9 , and Figure 3-10, we observe that the system
performance is improved when the bandwidth of V (t ) and H (t ) increases. That is
because the noise power will be dispersed into larger frequency ranges after the mixing
process and the processing gain will increase.
We also note that the maximum deviation between the simulation results and
approximate model is 1 dB. As the bandwidth of V (t ) and H (t ) decreases, the deviation
between simulation results and approximate model increases. In our derivation, we
assume that the filtered noise is white Gaussian. As the ratio between the bandwidth of
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filtered noise and the bandwidth of the sum frequency components noise decrease, the
spectrum of filtered noise losses the flat spectrum characteristic and the filtered noise loss
the white Gaussian noise characteristics. Thus, the deviation increases. Comparing with
the results in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9, the deviation decreases when the ratio between
the bandwidth of low-pass filter and the bandwidth of the sum frequency components
noise decrease and this phenomenon proves our above discussion.

Figure 3-8: Comparison of SNR and BER characteristics between simulation and
approximate model in a single user environment at different signal bandwidths (BW of
low-pass filter is 20 MHz).
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Figure 3-9: Comparison of SNR and BER characteristics between simulation and
approximate model in a single user environment at different signal bandwidths (BW of
low-pass filter is 7 MHz).
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Figure 3-10: Comparison of SNR and BER characteristics between simulation and
approximate model in a single user environment at different bit rates (BW of low-pass
filter is 20 MHz).
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The relation between the SNR at output of the low-pass filter and the SNR at
receiver antenna’ s output is shown in Eq. 3.25 .The plot of Eq. 3.25 is shown in Figure 3-

11.

SNR base =

4ρ
(G1SNR + G1SNR -1H + G2SNR -1VSNR -1H )
-1
V

3.25

Figure 3-11: SNR at baseband verse different signal bandwidths.

3.3 Multiuser performance in white Gaussian channel
In a multiuser environment, each user uses the same channel but is assigned a
different delay. The receiver contains a switchable delay bank between the vertical
polarization antenna and the first mixer to select a particular user. If σ i2 is the signal
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power corresponding to the ith user, the received signals in the vertically and horizontally
polarized antennas in an additive white Gaussian noise channel are given by
VN (t ) = ∑ Vi (t ) + nV (t )

3.26

H N (t ) = ∑ H i (t − ti ) + nH (t )

3.27

N

i =1

N

i =1

when there are N users in the channel. The t i term in Eq. 3.27 is the specific delay time
assigned to the ith user, and the receiver already knows this information. Vi (t ) and H i (t )
are message and reference signals corresponding to ith user. Since the output signals of
different noise generators are independent of each other, the Vi (t ) terms are independent
to each other and so are the H i (t ) terms.
For any user who wants to receive the message from the ith user, the delay line
with the delay ti between vertical polarization antenna and the first mixer in the receiver
is activated. Then, the signal at the output of the first mixer can be written as

SN (t ) = Vi (t − ti )Hi (t − ti ) + ∑∑Vm (t − ti )Hn (t − tn )
N

N

n=1 m=1

+ ∑(Vm (t − ti )nH (t) + Hm (t − tm )nV (t − ti )) + nV (t − ti )nH (t),
N

3.28

(m, n) ≠ (i, i).

m=1

The second term in Eq. 3.28 can be considered as interference and its characteristics are
similar to the third and fourth terms when the difference between each ti term is large
enough. Thus, the sum frequency signal in Eq. 3.28 contains N 2 − 1 interference terms
with bandwidth 2 BS , 2 N interference terms with bandwidth BS + Bn , and one
interference term with bandwidth 2 Bn . All the interference terms are centered at f c .
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Using the same method that was used to derive the BER for the single-user environment,
the BER equation for N users in the additive white Gaussian noise channel can be
modeled as




Pe = Q 








 ,

G3 ∑∑σ σ + G1 ∑ (σ σ + σ σ ) + G σ σ 
n=1 m=1
m=1

N

N
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(m, n) ≠ (i, i).

3.29

2
H

The G1 and G2 terms are shown in Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 3.17 respectively, and G3 is given
by





B 
G3 =  1 −  1 − L 
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3.30

In our simulation, we assume that each user has the same power, in which case,
Eq. 3.29 reduces to


Pe = Q




8ρσ S4Tb BL

(( N 2 − 1)G3σ S4 + G1N (σ S2σ H2 + σ S2σV2 ) + G2σV2σ H2 ) 

3.31

The bit rate is 5 Mbps and the bandwidth of antenna and the signal are 980 MHz and 970
MHz respectively. The simulation results are shown in Figure. 3-12 from which we note
that the deviation between the simulation results and theoretical results is less than 0.5 dB.
As the number of users increases, the noise floor also increases and the BER degrades.
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Figure 3-12: Comparison between approximate model and simulation in multi-user
environment.

Chapter 4
System implementation and comprehensive field experiment

4.1 Transmitter and receiver implementation
Since the characteristics of wideband noise propagation in the channel are an open
problem, the prototype system is built and is tested in the field to verify this idea
functionally. At transmitter side, a 1–2-GHz noise source at a power level of 0 dBm is
used. The noise source is connected with a 1.2–1.8-GHz band-pass filter and then to an
amplifier and a power divider. One output of power divider is connected with horizontal
polarization antenna and the other output of the power divider is connected to the single
sideband up-converter. The binary modulated bit sequence that generated by the FPGA
board is mixed with a 3-GHz carrier as radio frequency modulated signal. This RF
modulated signal is amplified and then mixes with filtered noise in the single sideband
up-converter. The lower sideband is chosen, amplified, and sent to the vertical channel.
The transmitted signals in both vertical and horizontal channels have a power level of 10dBm.
At receiver side, the 40-dB gain limiting-amplifiers are connected after antennas
to drive mixer in the square-low region. A 2.9–3.1-GHz band-pass filter and two 14-dB
gain amplifiers are connected after the mixer at the receiver. The output of the amplifier
is connected to the second mixer and then to a low-pass filter with 1.9-MHz bandwidth.
The low-pass filter is connected to the second FPGA board where the bit sequence can be
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retrieved by proper timing and framing synchronization. The transmitter side
implementation and receiver side implementation are shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 .

Figure 4-1: Transmitter side implementation (BPF=band-pass filter).
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Figure 4-2: Receiver side implementation (BPF=band-pass filter, LPF=low-pass filter).
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4.2 Baseband signal processing implementation

4.2.1 Board selection
In order to accomplish the real time audio experiment, the baseband signal
processing is implemented into the Lyrtech SignalWAVe FPGA board. The photo of this
board is shown in Figure 4-3. The SignalWAVe is an entry level DSP/FPGA design
platform but provides all the functions that we need. It features include wireless video
and audio signals capabilities. A complementary function of this FPGA architecture
enables the user to design the system under Matlab/ Simulink environment. This FPGA
board has one Xilinx Virtex-2 chip and one Texas Instruments ‘TMS320C6713’ DSP
chip. The ADC in the board has a 65-MHz sample frequency and the DAC has a 125MHz sample frequency with programmable gain [22].

4.2.2 Transmitter baseband signal processing design
At transmitter side, the “PCM 3008” block controls the “Audio in” port which has
sample frequency 3.85-KHz. The sampled value is send to FPGA design portion by “DSP
Bus” block and the FPGA design of the transmitter is shown in Figure 4-4 . Each sampled
value translates to 14-bit frame and then sends to the multiplexer. The multiplexer will
insert header between data frame and is controlled by the counter. When the value in the
counter is smaller or equal to fourteen, the multiplexer enables the “d0” port and the
system start to insert the header. Otherwise, the “d1” port is enabled and the multiplexer
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selects the data which is from DSP bus. In our design the header is inserted between
every seven thousand data frames.
The design of header generator is show in Figure 4-5 . The counters in the header
generator should synchronize with the counter which controls the multiplexer. The header
is composed by 15 registers with initial value set [1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0]. When
counter value is smaller or equal to fourteen, the registers will be enabled and the header
will start sending to the multiplexer. When the counter value is equal to seven thousands,
all the registers will reset and the header generator will start to insert the header into the
data frame again.
The bit sequence with header converts to analog value ±1 by “Convert-2” block.
The bit-1 translates to 1 while the bit-0 translates to -1. Clearly, the binary modulation is
accomplished in this step. To increase the Euclidean distance between bit-1 and bit-0, the
translated value multiples a proper gain. The higher gain means the higher output power
of the DAC (Larger Euclidean distance). By setting gain value is equal to 214, we can

have the maximum output power since this FPGA board uses 14-bit frame to presents any
analog value. The bits rate in our audio design is approximately 54 Kbps because the
sample frequency for sampling the audio is 3.85-KHz and each sample value translates to
14-bit frame.
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Figure 4-3: The photo of Lyrtech SignalWAVe FPGA board.
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Figure 4-4: Transmitter side FPGA design.
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Figure 4-5: Design of header generator.
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4.2.3 Receiver baseband signal processing design

The receiver’ s FPGA design is shown in Figure 4-7. The ADC samples the
received signal with sample frequency 54-KHz. This implies that only one sample is
taken from each bit for making decision. The sampled signal passes through a threshold
detector where the negative voltage presents as -1 and the positive voltage presents as 1.
Because the output of threshold detector is a signed fixed point integer with 2-bits long,
the -1 is presented by bits [0,1] while the 1 is presented by bits [1,0]. The Xilinx “Shift”
block , added after the threshold detector, is used to catch the first bit of each input value
that is sending from the threshold detector. Thus, the output of “Shift” block is bit-0
when the input is -1. Otherwise, the output is bit-1. Clearly, the demodulation of binary
modulated signal is accomplished by threshold detector and “Shift” block.
After demodulation, the next step is to reconstruct the original analog waveform
from the demodulated bit stream. In order to retrieve the original waveform properly, we
need to ensure the bits which are captured by “Serial-to-Parallel” block coming from the
same frame. The “Serial-to-Parallel” block will continuously take every 14-bit and then
translates back to an analog value when the receiver turns on. Due to the delay causing by
propagation and wiring, the 14-bit that catch by this block may come from adjacent
frames and the receiver can not correctly retrieve the original analog waveform. An
example of correct capture and error capture is shown in Figure 4-6 .
By using header detector and address shift register, we can ensure the “Serial-toParallel” block catches the correct bits. The demodulated bit stream is sent to the header
detector where the detector compares incoming bit stream with the known header
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([1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0]) bit by bit. The output of header detector is connected with
an address shift register with 14 bits length. As detecting the header, the counter,
counting from 14 to 1 continuously, will export it’ s currently value to the address shift
register. This value will indicate the “Serial-to-Parallel” block to catch correct bit in
correct position and the original analog value can be retrieved. This value will not change
until the header detector detects the next header.
A simulation is done to verify the design working properly and the results are
shown in Figure 4-8. In the simulation, the channel is ideal and the input signal is
sinusoid wave. From Figure 4-8, our design can successfully retrieve the sending
waveform and the delay between input and output is caused by wiring.

Figure 4-6: An example of incorrect capture (Top) and correct capture (bottom) of the
serial to parallel block.
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Figure 4-7: Receiver FPGA design.
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Figure 4-8: Simulation results of FPGA design.
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4.3 Comprehensive field experiment

In the experiment, the system is placed in the open field with grass terrain and the
distance between the transmitter and receiver is 30 meters. Based on the free space path
loss equation, an additional 10-dB attenuator is added to imitate a distance of 94 meters
[23]. Since the carrier synchronization circuit is not built in the receiver, an Agilent
E4438C vector signal generator is used as a common frequency source. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 4-9 , Figure 4-10, and Figure 4-11.
At the receiver side, the power of received signals in the vertical channel and
horizontal channel is -43 dBm and -45 dBm, respectively. The HP-8562E spectrum
analyzer and Agilent DSO-80804B oscilloscope were used to record the frequency and
time domain signal of received V (t ) and are shown in Figure 4-12. Our signal does show
random behavior in the time domain and flat spectrum in the frequency domain. The
spectrum is not perfectly flat because the conversion loss of the single sideband upconvector is not exactly the same within 1.2–1.8-GHz band.

Figure 4-9: Experiment setup overview.
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Figure 4-10: Experiment setup transmitter view.

Figure 4-11 : Experiment setup receiver view.
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Figure 4-12: Time and frequency domain plots of recorded signal.
In the field test, the audio can be heard with good quality. Due to the unknown
and uncertain delay caused by wiring and the propagation channel, it is hard to directly
compare the input and the output audio waveform. Thus, we compare the sending and
receiving bit stream in this section.
By properly modifying the FPGA design, the system will continuously send
header with a bit rate of 110 Kbps. Figure 4-13 shows the transmitted (top plot) and the
received bit stream in the ideal channel (second plot). The waveform is recorded by the
Agilent DSO-80804B oscilloscope at the output of the low-pass filter and then plotted
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using Matlab. We note that the ideal channel amplitude fluctuations, caused by the
random a 2 (t ) term, will not affect the decision for binary modulation. The third and
bottom plots in the Figure 4-13 show the same bit stream being received in (a) an additive
white Gaussian noise channel, and (b) a channel containing tone interference. The added
Gaussian noise covers the entire transmission band 1–2-GHz with SNR V = −4 dB and
SNR H = −5 dB, respectively. The tone interference in the V channel is located at 1.6
GHz and in the H channel at 1.3 GHz with signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of −3.5 dB.
The zero crossings show up when the channel is not clean but the message can still be
retrieved. Although not shown, when both tone interferences are located within the
narrow frequency range (0.5 f c − BL < f < 0.5 f c + BL ) in the low SIR channel, the bit
stream is ruined because of high power tone interference at the output of low-pass filter
generated by the sum frequency signal of the tone interference in the V-channel mixed
with the tone interference in H-channel. Usually, this problem can be solved by adding a
digital filter in the baseband signal processing design.
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Figure 4-13: Original transmitted bit stream (Top), Bit stream received in ideal channel
(Second from top), Bit stream received in additive white Gaussian noise channel (Third
from top), Bit stream received in single-tone interference channel (Bottom).
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The system is also tested in the environment when the transmission path contains
blockage. In the experiment, the transmission path contains two hardwood trees and one
conifer. The periodic bit sequence [1,0,1,0,…] is sent and the distance between
transmitter and receiver is 30 meters. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 4-14. The
reason for choosing trees as blockage is because the foliage will generate the multipath
and attenuate the power of received signal since the foliage will scatter the transmitted
signals.

Figure 4-14: Experiment setup of NMCC system passing trees.
The power spectrum of received V (t ) and the received bit stream are shown in
Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16. From Figure 4-15, the power level of received V (t ) is too
low. Thus, our spectrum analyzer cannot recognize it and so does received H (t ) . The
peak located around 1.9-GHz is the cell phone signal. This cell phone interference exists
in both channels. The zero crossings show up because the foliage generates the multipath
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signals with Doppler shifts. The receiver receives the line of sight signal and those
multipath signals simultaneously. Those multipath signals can be considered as
interference and increase the noise floor. All the experiments in this chapter are
accomplished in the open field. These experimental results not only demonstrate the
NMCC system has good immunity to the interference but also verify the system can
operate in the real world.

Figure 4-15: The spectrum of received signal in vertical channel after passing trees.

Figure 4-16 : The received baseband signal when the transmission path contains trees.
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4.4 Noise cancellation by EMD

In our FPGA design, one sample is taken from each bit to make the bit decision.
For this structure, the BER performance is not dependent on the spectrum magnitude of
received noise but is dependent on received noise power. Usually, adding a low-pass
filter before the decision circuit can reduce the noise power and the BER can be
improved. However, it is not adaptive because the bandwidth of low-pass filter is fixed.
As channel conditions changes, new filter needs to be implemented. In this section, we
will introduce an adaptive noise cancellation method which uses empirical mode
decomposition (EMD). The main idea is to subtract the Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF)
signals of noise components that are stronger than signal components from received
baseband signals.
In 1998, Dr. Norden E. Huang presented novel methods that can decomposition
the stationary and non-stationary signal powerfully [24]. This method is called Hilbert
Huang Transform (HHT) and the researches demonstrate that this algorithm can be used
for the noise cancellation [25]. The HHT is a new adaptive waveform analysis technique
based on the EMD. The EMD decomposition represents the data by its IMF signals. In
general, the IMF signals should satisfy two conditions [24]:
(1) In the whole data set, the number of local maximum or minimum should equal to
the number of zero crossing. This will ensure the maximum is always positive and
minimum is always negative.
(2) At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maximum and
the envelope defined by the local minimum the local minima is zero. This is
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necessary to ensure the instantaneous frequency will not have the unwanted
fluctuation induced by asymmetric waveforms.
The procedure of the EMD decomposition is very simple compared to other nonstationary signal analysis methods. For example, the wavelets analyses needs to find the
proper basis for different signals but the EMD is an adaptive process. The procedure for
generating IMF signals is shown below. Assume the input signal is s (t ) with length T
second. The upper envelope u (t ) is generated by the maximum of s (t ) while the lower
envelope l (t ) is generated by the minimum of s (t ) . The mean of upper and lower
envelope will be ( u (t ) + l (t ) ) 2 and denotes as m(t ) . The first IMF signal s1 (t ) with the
highest frequency can be found by

s1 (t ) = s (t ) − m(t )

4.1

Theoretically, s1 (t ) will be the first IMF signal. In reality, overshoots and
undershoots are common, which can also generate new extreme and shift or exaggerate
the existing ones. The shifting process can be used to solve this problem. In the shifting
process, s1 (t ) is treated as data and is used to generate the new first IMF signal. Doing
the same procedure that is described above, m1,1 (t ) is the mean envelope of s1 (t ) and the

IMF signal corresponds to the first shifting process can shown as
s1,1 (t ) = s1 (t ) − m1,1 (t )

4.2

Assuming s1, k (t ) is the IMF signal corresponding to kth shifting process. s1, k (t ) can be
expressed as
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s1,k (t ) = s1,k −1 (t ) − m1, k −1 (t )

4.3

where m1,k −1 (t ) is the mean envelope of s1,k −1 (t ) .We can declare that s1,k (t ) is the first
IMF signal when the standard deviation (SD) between s1, k (t ) and s1,k −1 (t ) is smaller than
0.3. The mathematical expression of the SD with parameters s1, k (t ) and s1,k −1 (t ) is shown
in Eq. 4.4 [24].

SD = ∑ 

(s

T

t =0





1, k −1

2
(t ) − s1,k (t ) ) 

s1,2 k −1 (t )



4.4

By applying the same procedure described above, the second IMF signal can be found
from the residue signal s 2 (t ) .

s2 (t ) = s(t ) − I1 (t )

4.5

where I1 (t ) is the first IMF signal. Repeating above procedure, the remaining IMF
signals can be found. The procedure of finding IMF signals will not stop until the kth
residue signal is monotonic and no more IMF signals can be extracted. Thus, signal s (t )
can be represented by

s (t ) = ∑ I i (t ) + sk (t )
k

4.6

i =1

The concept of applying the EMD decomposition for noise cancellation is
described below. A simplified spectrum plot of received baseband signal in the AWGN
channel is shown on Figure 4-17. The spectrum of noise is flat since the noise is zero
mean white Gaussian. From the plot, we can observe that the signal spectrum and noise
spectrum have an intercept point at frequency f 0 . Defined SNR( X ) as the signal to noise
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ratio when signal power and noise power are integrated from 0 Hz to X Hz. It is clearly
seen that the maximum SNR( X ) occurs at X = f 0 and SNR( X ) starts to decrease when
the X is greater than f 0 . Clearly, the best way to obtain the maximum SNR is by
subtracting the IMF signals which have frequency higher than f 0 from the received
baseband signal, and then sending the subtracted signal to the decision circuit.
An experiment was performed to validate that this concept can be used to improve
the performance for a sample-based system. In the experiment, the distance between
transmitter and receiver is 4 meters and the SNRV and the SNRH is -4 dB. The received
baseband signal is recorded by “Agilent DSO 80804B” oscillation scope with 25-MHz
sample frequency and is shown in Figure 4-18.
In our FPGA design, the receiver takes one sample from each bit and applies the
hard decision rule to make a decision. The zero crossings that show up in Figure 4-18
will cause the error decision if the sample point is just located at the zero crossing regions.
The next step is finding the IMF signals of recorded data, and the IMF signals are shown
in Figure 4-19.
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Figure 4-17: Simplified spectrum plot of received baseband signal.

Figure 4-18: Recorded baseband signal in noisy channel.
.
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Figure 4-19: IMF signals of recorded baseband signal.
After finding the IMF signals of the recorded data, the instantaneous frequency of
each IMF signal can be obtained by the Hilbert transform. After comparing the
instantaneous frequency with the spectrum of received baseband signal, we can observe
that the first to fifth IMF signals have frequency always higher than interception point.
Thus, we subtract those five IMF signals from recorded data and the result is shown in
Figure 4-20. Comparing the signals after noise cancellation with before noise cancellation,
we can observe that all the zero crossings disappear and the decision error will not occur.
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These experiment results demonstrate that the EMD is a powerful tool for noise
cancellation.

Figure 4-20: Comparison between the signals before and after noise cancellation.

Chapter 5
Performance of NMCC system subjected to interference

A large processing gain can be achieved because the NMCC system uses a large
bandwidth. A drawback in this case is that the system must encounter intentional and
non-intentional interference. The first section in this chapter analyzes the system
performance in partial-band jamming channels and pulsed noise jamming channels which
are commonly used to interfere with spread spectrum or ultra-wideband communication
systems [21]. The second section analyzes the system performance in a channel with DSDS/SS interference which is commonly generated by satellite or other covert
communication systems. In the last section, the system in multipath environment, usually
generated by ionosphere reflection, atmosphere refraction, and reflections generated by
other objects, is analyzed. Instead of using the RAKE receiver, an alternative method is
specially designed for the NMCC system to alleviate performance degradation caused by
intersymbol interference (ISI) [16][26].

5.1 Partial-Band and Pulse-Noise jamming environment

In a Partial-Band jamming environment, the jammer transmits high power, bandlimited zero mean white Gaussian noise as a jamming signal. The bandwidth of the
jamming source may be the same as the spread spectrum signal or smaller than the spread
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spectrum signal. Usually, the bandwidth of jamming source is smaller than the signal
which the jammer intends to interfere, because it is more effective than full band
jamming and is easier to generate. We also assume that the bandwidth of jamming source
is larger than the bandwidth of low-pass filter used in the receiver.
~
The received signals from the vertically polarized antenna V (t ) and the
~
horizontally polarized antenna H (t ) in the Partial-Band jamming channel can be shown
as
V (t ) = V (t ) + nv (t ) + J (t )

5.1

H (t ) = H (t ) + nH (t ) + J (t )

5.2

where V (t ) and H (t ) are received message and reference in V and H channel whose
analytical forms were shown in Eq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.8. nv (t ) and nH (t ) are uncorrelated zero
mean Gaussian channel noise whose analytical forms were shown in Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5,
and J (t ) is a zero mean white Gaussian jamming signal with center f J , bandwidth BJ ,
and power σ J2 . It is reasonable to assume that the received jamming source in V and H
channels are exactly the same since a common jamming source usually reduces the cost.
We also assume that the received signals in V and H channels have the same power σ S2
and the received channel noise in V and H channel have the same power σ n2 . The
bandwidth of received signals ( V (t ) and H (t ) ) is BS and the bandwidth of channel
noise ( nv (t ) and nH (t ) ) is Bn . In a real system implementation, the bandwidth of the
antenna matches that of the received signal ( BS ≈ Bn ). From the discussion seen in
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~
Chapter-2, V (t ) will pass through a delay line with delay t1 and then mix with H (t ) . The
output of delay line can be shown in Eq. 5.3.
V '
(t ) = V (t − t1 ) + nv (t − t1 ) + J '
(t )

5.3

where J (t − t1 ) = J '
(t ) . In a real system implementation, t1 is in the order of
microseconds, and can be assumed to be much larger than BS−1 . Thus, J (t ) and J '
(t ) can
be considered to be two uncorrelated Gaussian noise waveforms. The mixed signal will
pass through a narrow band band-pass filter of bandwidth 2 BL designed to catch the sum
frequency signal. The output of band-pass filter contains one signal term and eight
interference terms. According to the model introduced in Chapter-3, the signal term has
power 0.5 ρσ S4 after down conversion and then passes through a low-pass filter with
bandwidth

BL

.

The

eight

noise

terms

(

are: n1(t) = BPF nV (t −t1)H(t)sum

)

,

n2 (t) = BPF( nH (t)V (t − t1)sum ) , n3 (t ) = BPF ( nH (t )nV (t − t1 ) sum ) , n4 (t ) = BPF( J '
(t )J (t )sum ) ,

n5 (t ) = BPF( J '
(t )H (t )sum ) , n6 (t ) = BPF( J '
(t )nH (t )sum ) , n7 (t ) = BPF( J (t )V (t − t1 )sum ) , and
n8 (t ) = BPF( J (t )nv (t − t1)sum ) . All the noise terms are uncorrelated to each other and can be
considered as zero mean band-limited Gaussian. Similar to Chapter-3, the summation of
these noise terms yields a zero mean Gaussian. The powers of n1 (t ) , n2 (t ) , and n3 (t ) have
2 2
2 2
2 2
been found in Chapter-3 and are 0.5Gσ
1 Sσ V , 0.5G1σ S σ H , and 0.5G2σ V σ H respectively.

The power of n4 (t ) , n5 (t ) , n6 (t ) , n7 (t ) , and n8 (t ) can be found by following a similar
derivation.
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If the power of n4 (t ) is denoted as P4 , P4 can be found by the following equation,
because the spectrum of sum frequency signal of J '
(t ) J (t ) has the shape of an isosceles
triangle:
P4 =

∫

f c + BL

S 4 ( f ) df =

f c − BL

∫

fc + BL

f c − BL

− 2σ J4 f − 2 f J
σ J4
df
+
(2 B J ) 2
2 BJ

5.4

where S 4 ( f ) is the power spectral density function of the sum frequency signal of

J'
(t ) J (t ) and is equal to zero when f ≥ 2 f J + BJ or f ≤ 2 f J − BJ . The powers of n5 (t )
and n7 (t ) should be the same and so are the powers of n6 (t ) and n8 (t ) . We denote the
power of n5 (t ) and n7 (t ) as PI 1 and the power of n6 (t ) and n8 (t ) as PI 2 . To find PI 1 and
PI 2 , the power spectral density functions of sum frequency signals of J '
(t ) H (t ) and

J'
(t )nH (t ) need to be found first.
The power spectral density function of the sum frequency interference, generated
by mixing of two uncorrelated zero mean band-limited white Gaussian noise signals with
different bandwidths, has a trapezoidal shape. An example is shown in Figure 5-1. The
bandwidth of these two band-limited noises are B1 and B2 , and the center frequencies are

f1 and f 2 . Based on Figure 5-1 , PI 1 can be found by

PI 1 = ∫

fc + BL
fc − BL

SI1 ( f )df

where S I 1 ( f ) is shown in Eq. 5.6 , and F = f n + f J , B = 0.5( BS − BJ ) .

5.5

0.5σ S2σ J2
,
F− B≤ f ≤ F+ B

 BS
− 0.5σ 2σ 2 f − ( f + f )
 1
1 
S J
n
j

+ 0.5σ S2σ J2 
+
F − B − BJ ≤ f < F − B


2BJ 2BS 
BS BJ

SI1( f ) = 
OR


F + B ≤ f < F + B + BJ



Otherwise
0
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5.6

Using the same method, the PI 2 can be found by

PI 2 = ∫

fc + BL
fc − BL

SI 2 ( f )df

5.7

where S I 2 ( f ) is shown in Eq. 5.8 .

0.5σ n2σ J2
F− B≤ f ≤ F+ B
,

 BS
− 0.5σ 2σ 2 f − ( f + f )
 1
1 
n J
n
J

+ 0.5σ S2σ J2 
+
F − B − BJ ≤ f < F − B

BS BJ
2BJ 2BS 


SI 2 ( f ) = 
OR


F + B ≤ f < F + B + BJ


0
Otherwise


5.8

Since all the filtered interference terms, uncorrelated to each other, can be approximated
as zero mean band-limited white Gaussians, the summation of these noise terms is also
zero mean white Gaussian, with power given by

PN = 0.5(G1σ S2σ V2 + G1σ S2σ H2 + G2σ V2σ H2 ) + P4 + 2 PI 1 + 2 PI 2

5.9
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The filtered noise will down convert to baseband, and then pass through a lowpass filter with bandwidth BL . The BER equation of NMCC system in the Partial-Band
jamming channel with two side spectrum therefore can be modeled as

 Eb
 N
0


Pe = Q 



 ρσ 4T B
S b L
PN
0.25




 = Q 









5.10

Figure 5-1: Power spectrum of sum frequency signal which is generated by mixing two
band-limited uncorrelated Gaussian random variables.

Simulations were down to verify the model shown in Eq. 5.10 . In the simulation,
the bandwidth of signal and antenna were fixed to be at 980 MHz. The bit rate is fixed at
5 Mbps. The bandwidth of the band-pass filter is 100 MHz and the bandwidth of the lowpass filter is 20 MHz. The channel SNR is fixed at -6 dB ( σ n2 σ S2 = 3.98 ). We simulated
two cases: (1)The jammer does not know the center frequency of transmitted signal,
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however the jamming signal has the same frequency range and bandwidth as the antenna.
Under this assumption, P4 , PI 1 , and PI 2 are shown in Eq. 5.11.


B  
P4 = 0.5  1 −  1 − L   σ J4

BS  



2
  B  
PI 1 = 0.5  1 −  1 − L   σ J2σ S2

BS  



2
  B  
PI 1 = 0.5  1 −  1 − L   σ J2σ n2

BS  





2

5.11

(2) The jammer knows that the center frequency of the transmitted signal is within some
frequency range but does not exactly know where it is. Since the jamming signal must
confine itself within the antenna working frequency range and the bandwidth is much
smaller than the bandwidth of antenna, the upper parallel edge on the trapezoid shape
spectrum always include 2 f n . Thus, PI 1 , and PI 2 can be simply considered to be
constants in this jamming environment and they can be shown as
PI 1 =

BL 2 2
σ Jσ S
BS

B
PI 2 = L σ J2σ n2
BS

5.12

P4 in this jamming environment will also be obtained from Eq. 5.4 .
In the simulation, the center frequency of jamming signals is the same as our
transmitted signal. From Figure 5-2, we can observe that the BER performance is
degraded when the jamming signal concentrates itself around the center frequency (1.5
GHz) of the transmitted signal. The worst case is that when the jammer exactly knows the
center frequency of transmitted signal and jammer can directly send a very narrow band
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noise around 1.5 GHz with large power. Thus, P4 will become extremely large and BER
will degrade dramatically. In order to solve this problem, a simple solution is to add a
narrow band band-stop filter with center located at f n and stopband bandwidth is 2 BL , to
eliminate any possible narrow band interference around the center. We also simulate the
case when the jammer sends the jamming signal into a wrong frequency region and the
results are shown in Figure 5-3. Under our simulation setup (Bandwidth of jamming
source is 200 MHz with center at 1.3 GHz), P4 will be zero. From Figure 5-2 and
Figure 5-3, we can observe that as the jammer gathers more information about the center
frequency, the jamming power will be concentrate within a narrow frequency region and
the performance will degrade because the value of P4 will increase. As shown in
Chapter-3, the deviation between simulation results and theoretical results also increases
when the bandwidth of the jamming signal decreases. That is because the spectrum of
filtered noise loses the flatness characteristic and the filtered noise loses the Gaussian
characteristics.
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Figure 5-2: Comparison of SIR and BER characteristics between simulation and
approximate model in Partial-Band jamming environment when jamming signal is
concentrated around the center frequency (1.5GHz).
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Figure 5-3: Comparison of SIR and BER characteristics between simulation and
approximate model in Partial-Band jamming environment when jamming signal is
concentrated at a frequency (1.3GHz) different from the center frequency. For
comparison, jamming signal concentrated at center frequency (1.5GHz) is also shown.
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The pulsed noise jamming uses similar strategy as the Partial-Band noise
jamming. The difference between these two strategies is that the jammer does not
continuously send the jamming signal but sends the jamming signal periodically. Usually,
we can assume that the pulsed noise repetition frequency is much lower than the bit rate
and a quasi-static analysis can used to model the average BER. At the same average SIR,
the pulsed noise jammer usually can degrade the system performance more efficiently
than the Partial-Band noise jammer. If γ is the probability that the received bit will
encounter the jamming signal, the BER model of the NMCC system in pulsed noise
jamming environment can be obtained by modifying Eq. 5.10 ,and is shown as [21].

Pe = (1 − γ )Q 




+ γQ






ρσ S4Tb BL

0.125(G1σ S2σ V2 + G1σ S2σ H2 + G2σ V2σ H2 ) 



ρσ T BL

0.25 ( 0.5(G1σ σ + G1σ σ + G2σ V2σ H2 ) + γ −1 ( P4 + 2 PI 1 + 2 PI 2 ) ) 
4
S b

2
S

2
V

2
S

2
H

5.13



5.2 Co-channel DS/SS interference
Since the NMCC system uses a large frequency band, it cannot avoid itself being
interfered by some non-intentional interference. For example, the Global Positioning
System (GPS) signals are operated within 1-2 GHz and will interfere with our system
[27]. Because the DS/SS system is widely used in commercial and military
communications, we are trying to model the system performance in this section when the
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DS-SS interference is present and the interference signal uses BPSK or QPSK
modulations.
As seen in the previous section, there exist eight interference terms after the
mixing process and passing narrowband filter when there is only one DS/SS interference
present in the channel. These interference

terms

are

n1(t) = BPF( nV (t − t1)H (t)sum ) ,

n2 (t) = BPF( nH (t)V (t − t1)sum ) , n3 (t ) = BPF ( nH (t )nV (t − t1 ) sum ) , n4 (t ) = BPF( J '
(t )J (t )sum ) ,

n5 (t) = BPF( J '
(t)H (t)sum ) , n6 (t ) = BPF( J '
(t )nH (t )sum ) , n7 (t) = BPF( J (t)V (t − t1 )sum ) , and
n8 (t ) = BPF( J (t )nv (t − t1)sum ) . The expression for J (t ) and J '
(t ) are shown in Eq. 5.14.

J (t ) = 2 Pc(t ) d (t ) cos(2π f J t )

J '(t ) = 2 Pc(t − t1 )d (t − t1 ) cos(2π f J t + θ )

5.14

where c(t ) is the PN sequence with chip duration Tc , d (t ) is the data carrier in this
interference with bit duration Td , P is the power of interference signal ,and θ = 2π f J t1 .

Two cases will be discussed here. The first case is that the center frequency of
interference signal is outside f n − 0.5 BL − 0.5Tc−1 ≤ f ≤ f n + 0.5 BL + 0.5Tc−1 . Under this
condition, the narrowband interference n4 (t ) will not be captured by the low-pass filter
after down conversion. As seen in Chapter-3, wideband noise passing through a
narrowband filter can be considered as white Gaussians. Thus, the remaining seven filter
noise terms can be considered as zero mean white Gaussians, because their corresponding
mixed noise are wideband noise. The mean and power for n1 (t ) , n2 (t ) and n3 (t ) have
already been found and the next step is to find the mean and power of n5 (t ) , n6 (t ) , n7 (t ) ,
and n8 (t ) . Clearly, the means of these noise terms are zero because the means of the
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transmitted signal and channel noise are zero and are independent of the interference
signal. The powers of n5 (t ) , n6 (t ) , n7 (t ) , and n8 (t ) can be found by the same concept
presented in Chapter-3 and the previous section. For example, the power of sum
frequency components signal power of J '
(t ) Hˆ(t ) is 0.5 Pσ S2 . Thus, the power of
n5 (t ) can be found by

PI 5 = 0.5 Pσ

2
S

∫

f c + BL

∫

f c − BL
∞
0

S H ( f ) ⊗ S J ( f )df

5.15

S H ( f ) ⊗ S J ( f ) df

where S H ( f ) is the power spectral density function of H (t ) and S J ( f ) is the power
spectral density function of the interference signal, which can be shown as [28] [21]

S J ( f ) = ∫ Sc ( f '
)Sd ( f − f '
)df '
∞

)Tc ] sin c2 [ ( f '
= ∫ 0.5PTd Tc sin c2 [ ( f − f '
− f J )Td ] df '
− ∞
∞

∫

− ∞

+

∞

− ∞

0.5PTd Tc sin c2 [ ( f − f '
)Tc ] sin c2 [ ( f '
+ f J )Td ] df '

{

5.16

}

≈ 0.5PTc sin c2 [ ( f − f J )Tc ] + sin c2 [ ( f + f J )Tc ]

Sc ( f ) is the power spectral density function of c(t ) and S d ( f ) is the power spectral
density function of

2 Pd (t ) cos(2π f J t ) . Since the NMCC system is an ultra-wideband

communication system, the bandwidth of S H ( f ) is usually much greater than the
bandwidth of S J ( f ) . Thus, the power spectral density function, generated by convolving
S H ( f ) and S J ( f ) , can be considered to be rectangular in shape with bandwidth
BS + Tc−1 . Eq. 5.15 can then be simplified to

PI 5 ≈ 0.5 Pσ S2

2 BL
BS + Tc−1

5.17
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Using the same concept, the power of n7 (t ) is equal to PI 5 and the power of n6 (t ) and
n8 (t ) can be found as
PI 6 ≈ 0.5 Pσ n2

2 BL
BS + Tc−1

5.18

Because all the noise terms are zero mean Gaussians, the summation of these seven
interference terms is also zero mean Gaussian and denoted as n(t ) . As shown in the
Appendix-1, we prove that the power of n5 (t ) + n7 (t ) is equal to the summation of their
individual powers. Since n5 (t ) + n7 (t ) and the remaining interference terms are
uncorrelated to each other, the power of n (t ) is found as



2
BL  
2 BL
 (2σ S2σ n2 + σ n4 ) +
Pn = 0.5  1 −  1 −
Pσ S2 + Pσ n2

−1

Bn  
BS + Tc






(

)
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After down conversion, the baseband noise has 25% power of n (t ) and approximate
BER for the two side spectrum can be modeled as







Pe = Q 


4
S



8σ ρ Tb BL





  B 2 
2 BL
 1 −  1 − L   (2σ S2σ n2 + σ n4 ) +
2 P(σ S2 + σ n2 )
−1

Bn  
BS + Tc




(






) 
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In our derivation, we assume that the DS/SS interference uses BPSK modulation but
Eq. 5.20 can be also applied for the case when the DS/SS interference uses QPSK
modulation. The RF QPSK modulated signal can be considered as the summation of two
RF BPSK modulated signals with orthogonal carriers (sine and cosine), but at the same
carrier frequency [23]. The noise that is generated by mixing this RF QPSK modulated
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signal with our transmitted signal or received channel noise is still a zero mean white
Gaussian after passing through a narrow band-pass filter. The mixed noise also has the
same characteristics as the noise that is generated by mixing RF BPSK modulated signal
with our transmitted signal or received channel noise.
A comparison of our simulation results with Eq. 5.20 is shown in Figure 5-4. The
signal bandwidth is fixed at 980 MHz while the bit rate of NMCC system is fixed at 5
Mbps. Two cases are simulated. The first case is when the interference signal is located at
1.2 GHz with chip rate 10 Mbps and uses QPSK modulation. The channel SNR is fixed at
-6 dB. The other case is when the interference is located at 1.45 GHz with chip rate 1
Mbps and uses BPSK modulation with Raised-Cosine filter and roll-off factor is 0.25.
The channel SNR is fixed at -4 dB. The results demonstrate the system can maintain good
BER in low SNR and SIR channels when the interference signal is not located within
f n − 0.5 BL − 0.5Tc−1 ≤ f ≤ f n + 0.5 BL + 0.5Tc−1 .
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of SIR and BER characteristics between simulation and
approximate model in DS/SS interference environment.
When the center frequency

f J of the DS/SS interference is inside

f n − 0.5 BL − 0.5Tc−1 ≤ f J ≤ f n + 0.5 BL + 0.5Tc−1 , the band-pass filter (whose bandwidth is

twice of the low-pass filter) will capture the full or partial spectrum of J '
(t ) J (t ) and this
interference will degrade the BER dramatically. Under this condition, the received
baseband signal will contain non-Gaussian interference and can be shown as
b(t ) = 0.25a2 (t − t1 )m(t − t1 ) ⊗ h(t ) + n '
(t ) + 0.5Pc(t )c(t − t1 )cos(2π (2 f J − fc )t + θ ) ⊗ h(t )
= mb (t ) + n '
(t ) + I J (t )

5.21
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where h (t ) is the impulse response of low-pass filter and n '
(t ) is the Gaussian noise with
power 0.25Pn and Pn is shown in Eq. 5.19. I J (t ) is the high power non-Gaussian
interference and mb (t ) is the message desired to be retrieve. For convenience, we assume
the d (t ) in Eq. 5.14 is always unity to obtain the Eq. 5.21 .
When the receiver starts to demodulate the kth bit from b(t ) , I J (t ) has a
constructive or a deconstructive effect on the kth bit. We can consider I J (t ) at the output
of match filter as just a positive or negative value which we denote as I k [29]. It is
difficult to model the BER when received baseband signal contains I J (t ) because the
I k value will depend on chip rate, center frequency of interference signal ( f J ), and the
statistical characteristic of c(t ) . Under some conditions, I k can be considered as a
constant but it can be modeled as a random variables under most conditions. For example,
when 2 f J is equal to f c and the chip rate of c(t ) is much smaller than the bit rate of
m(t ) , then I k can be considered as a constant based on quasi-static analysis, and the
BER is shown in Eq. 5.22 .
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However, the same equation cannot be used in the case when the chip rate is closer to the
bit rate. That is because the kth bit will encounter more than one I k value during the
demodulation. The number of the I k values will depend on the chip rate of c(t ) , bit rate
of m(t ) and center frequency of J (t ) . Since the power of DS/SS interference is stronger
than our transmitted signal ( P > σ S2 ) and I J (t ) is a narrow band non-Gaussian
interference, the BER performance will degrade dramatically when the n4 (t ) is captured
by the low-pass filter after down conversion.
The above discussion suggests that the designer should avoid the center frequency
of this noise modulated signal overlapping with other signals. This is not a unique
situation for NMCC system but will happen for all the transmitted reference (TR)
techniques. A simple solution to solve this problem is directly added a narrow band
band–stop filter at the output of receiver’ s antenna. The center of this band-stop filter
should be f n and the stop band should be 2 BL . Since 2 BL is much smaller than the
bandwidth of V (t ) and H (t ) , the received V (t ) and H (t ) only loses a very small fraction
of the transmitted power. Thus, the BER performance will degrade slightly in the AWGN
channel but will improve dramatically in the channel containing DS/SS interference. A
simulation is done to demonstrate how the band-stop filter affects the BER. From the
results shown in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6, adding a band-stop filter does improve the
BER

when

the

center

of

interference

signal

is

inside

f n − 0.5 BL − 0.5Tc−1 ≤ f J ≤ f n + 0.5 BL + 0.5Tc−1 while the BER degrades slightly in the

AWGN channel.

Probability of error
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Figure 5-5: BER comparison before and after adding the band-stop filter when the center
frequency of interference is inside f n − 0.5 BL − Tc−1 ≤ f J ≤ f n + 0.5 BL + Tc−1 .
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Figure 5-6: BER comparison before and after adding the band-stop filter in the AWGN
channel.

5.3 Multipath environment

5.3.1 Parameters

ti and td : Delay of ith path and the delay of the delay line.
f i : Doppler shift of ith path.
f n : Center frequency of our transmitted signal and antenna (1.5 GHz).
fc : 2 fn .
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BL and BS : Bandwidth of low-pass filter and antenna.
ρ : Power loss factor due to LPF truncate the received baseband signal spectrum

σ i2−V and σ i2− H : Power of ith path in V and H channel.
σ n2 : Power of channel noise.

nV (t ) and nH (t ) : Received channel noise in V and H channel respectively. (We assume
channel noise has the same power but is uncorrelated)
x(t | f ) : Bandlimited signal with center f
( x(t ) y (t ) | f ) : Sum frequency signal with center f and is generated by x(t ) mixing with
y(t ) .
(V (n ), H ( m)) : Received nth path in V channel synchronized with received mth path in H
channel
(n, m) : Received nth path in V channel synchronized with received mth path in H channel
plus received nth path in H channel synchronized with received mth path in V channel.

5.3.2 Cross-Multiple to alleviate multipath effect
The NMCC system cannot avoid the performance degradation caused by
multipath. Inspired by the RAKE receiver, a new method has been specially designed for
the NMCC system, to counteract the multipath affects. Similar to the RAKE receiver, this
new structure uses diversity to improve the performance and the theoretical lower bound
BER model is obtained. The simulation results demonstrate that this structure does
improve the system performance in multipath channel.
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To simplify the analysis, the WSSUS (Wide sense stationary uncorrelated
scattering) channel with discrete model is used to analyze this new structure in a
multipath environment [30]. Since our signal operates within 1-2 GHz, the Doppler shift
is usually less than 200 Hz. Under this condition, the received multipath signals have a
bandwidth almost equivalent to the original transmitted signal [31]. The center frequency
of the received signal will have a slight offset due to Doppler shift and the received signal
in V and H channels can be shown as [32]

V (t ) = ∑ σ i −V V (t − ti | f n + f i ) +nV (t )

5.23

H (t ) = ∑ σ i − H H (t − td − ti | f n + fi ) +nH (t )

5.24

N

i =1

N

i =1

Theoretically, σ i −V and σ i − H will be different since different polarizations are
used [33]. The received signal in V channel is sent to a delay line with delay td and then
is mixed with the received signal in H channel. The mixed signal is shown as

S (t ) = ∑ σ i −V σ i − H V (t − td − ti | f n + f i ) H (t − td − ti | f n + f i ) + n(t )
N

5.25

i =1

where n(t ) can be shown in Eq. 5.26 .

n (t ) = ∑∑ σ i −V σ j − HV (t − td − ti | f n + fi ) H (t − td − t j | fn + f j )
j ≠i

i

+ ∑ nV (t − td )σ i − H H (t − td − ti | f n + fi ) + ∑ nH (t )σ i −V V (t − td − ti | f n + fi )
i

In Eq. 5.25, the term

5.26

i

∑σ
N

i =2

i −V

σ i − HV (t − td − ti | f n + fi ) H (t − td − ti | f n + fi ) acts as

the ISI for desired received signal σ 1−V σ 1− H V (t − td − t1 | f n + f1 ) H (t − td − t1 | f n + f1 ) and
this narrow band non-Gaussian interference will degrade system performance
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dramatically. The idea to alleviate BER degradation is by synchronizing the n th path in
the V channel with the mth path in the H channel, but not directly mixing the received
signal in V and H channels. We call this a “ cross-product” . The output sum frequency
signal synchronizes the nth path in the H channel with the mth path in the V channel, as is
shown in Eq. 5.27. The block diagram of this structure is shown in Figure 5-7 .
L − Di

αi*

V (t )

τ

τ

τ

H (t )

τ

τ

τ

Demodulator

α *j

L − Dj

Figure 5-7:
maximum delay.

⊗
⊗
⊗

Block diagram of cross-product by using one pair, where L is the

S(V (n), H ( m)) (t ) = σ n−V σ m− H (V (t − td − t N )H (t − td − tN ) | fc + fm + fn )

+ ∑∑σ i −Vσ j −H (V (t − td − ti − (t N − tn ))H (t − td − t j − (t N − tm )) | fc + fi + f j )
j

i

+ ∑σ i−V (nH (t − td − (tN − tm ))V (t − td − ti − (tN − tn )) | fc + fi )

5.27

+ ∑σ i−H (nV (t − td − (tN − tn ))H (t − td − ti − (tN − tm )) | fc + fi )
i

i

where (i, j ) ≠ (n, m) . By wisely choose the pair (m,n), we can ensure that ti − (t N − tn )
and t j − (t N − t m ) in the second term in Eq. 5.27, are always unequal. Thus, no narrow
band non-Gaussian interference will exist (no ISI occurs). Unlike the Eq. 5.25, all the
signals in the second term in Eq. 5.27 can be considered as wideband noise with
bandwidth

2 BS

and

isosceles

triangle

shaped

spectrum.

That

is

because

H (t − t d − t j − (t N − t m ))V (t − t d − ti − (t N − tn )) can be considered as a mix of two
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uncorrelated zero mean band-limited Gaussians when ti − (t N − tn ) is not equal to
t j − (t N − t m ) .
The third and fourth term in the Eq. 5.27 also act as interference terms.
According to the discussion in Chapter-3, they are zero mean uncorrelated Gaussian
noise after passing through a narrow band band-pass filter. S (t ) will be down-converted
by the carrier with frequency f c + f m + f n . Thus, each baseband noise is still zero mean
Gaussian but the center is not exactly located at 0 Hz. From Chapter-3, it can be noted
that the power of received baseband noise is a parameter for calculating the BER. Since
the Doppler shift of each path is smaller than 200 Hz, the maximum center offset of
received baseband noise should be smaller than 400 Hz , while the bandwidth of low-pass
filter is much larger than 400 Hz when we plan to transmit voice and video. Thus, the
power deviation between the calculated power by using correct center and that of the
received baseband noise assuming the center to be at 0 Hz is small enough to be
neglected. For example, when the bandwidth of LPF is 1 MHz and maximum center
offset is 400 Hz, the power error of using correct center and using center at f c is 0.04%.
Thus, Eq. 5.27 can be simplified to

S (V ( n ), H ( m)) (t ) = σ n −V σ m− H (V (t − t N ) H (t − tN ) | f c )
+

∑∑ σ
j

i

∑σ
+
+

∑σ
i

i

i −V

σ j − H (V (t − ti − (t N − tn )) H (t − t j − (tN − tm ))V (t − ti ) | fc )

i −V

( nH (t − (t N − tm ))V (t − ti − (t N − tn )) | f c )

i−H

( nV (t − (t N − tn )) H (t − ti − (tN − tm )) | f c )

5.28
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where (i, j ) ≠ (n, m) For convenience, we assume that td is zero since it will not affect
the following analysis. The first term in Eq. 5.28 is the signal carrying the bit stream that
we want to retrieve while the other three terms are interference terms. All the noise terms
will be a zero mean Gaussian with the same center and uncorrelated to each other after
passing a narrow band band-pass filter and the summation of them also results in a zero
mean Gaussian. Using the same concept for calculating the BER in multiuser
environment that are discussed in Chapter-3, the SNR of S (t ) after down-conversion can
be shown as
SNR(V ( n), H ( m)) =



0.125G3 



∑∑σ
j

i

0.5ρσ n2−V σ m2 −H
2
i −V

σ

2
j −H
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∑σ
i

2
i −V

σ +
2
N

∑σ
i

2
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(i, j) ≠ (n, m)

σ 
2
N
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where G3 is shown in Eq. 3.30. To have maximum diversity, we are not only using the
signal that is generated by synchronizing the nth path in V channel with the mth path in H
channel, but will also combine it with the signal that is generated by synchronizing the nth
path in H channel with the mth path in V channel and any other pairs that do not contain
narrow band non-Gaussian interference after the mixing process. The block diagram of
such a combination is shown in Figure 5-8 and the algorithm to choose the best pairs will
described further below.
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Figure 5-8: Block diagram of cross-product method by using more than one pair.

Before discussing the algorithm that chooses the best pairs, the baseband SNR of each
pair needs to be found first. The signal generated by synchronizing the nth path in the V
channel with the mth path in the H channel is shown in Eq. 5.30 .
S (V ( m ), H ( n )) (t ) = σ n − H σ m −V (V (t − t N ) H (t − t N ) | f c )

∑ ∑σ

+

j

i

∑σ
+

∑σ
i

+

i

i −V

σ

j−H

(V (t − ti − (t N − t m )) H ( t − t j − (t N − t n )) | f c )

i− H

( n H (t − (t N − t n ))V (t − ti − (t N − t m )) | f c )

i −V

( nV (t − (t N − t m )) H (t − ti − (t N − t n )) | f c )

5.30

As finding SNR(V ( n ), H ( m)) , this information will be used to find the baseband SNR
of S(V ( n ), H ( m)) (t ) + S (V ( m), H ( n )) (t ) and we denote S (V ( n ), H ( m )) (t ) + S(V ( m), H ( n )) (t ) as a pair (n, m) .
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Using the same concept that is shown above, each noise term can be considered as
Gaussian noise after passing through a narrow band band-pass filter, and the summation
of these terms will be Gaussian. Thus, the noise of (n, m) after passing through a narrow
band band-pass filter can be approximated to be a Gaussian. Knowing that the noise is
Gaussian, the next step is to find the power of this noise. From Eq. 5.28 and Eq. 5.30 , we
know all the noise terms are uncorrelated to each other except the signals shown in
Eq. 5.31.
σ i −V σ j − H ( H (t − t j − (t N − t m ))V (t − ti − (t N − t n )) | f c ) i = 1, 2,......N

5.31

j = 1, 2,.....N

σ i − H σ j −V ( H (t − ti − (t N − tn ))V (t − t j − (t N − tm )) | f c )

From Appendix-2, it demonstrates that the power of the summation these two terms is
equal to summation their individual powers. Since each pair in Eq. 5.31 is uncorrelated to
other pairs with different ( i, j ) values, and other noise terms belong to (n, m) , the
baseband noise power of (n, m) can be found by



PN ( m,n) = 0.25G3 
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Because the signal terms (first term) in Eq. 5.28 and Eq. 5.30 are coherent, the received
baseband SNR of (n, m) pairs can be shown as
SNR( m, n ) =

PS ( m, n )
PN ( m, n )

=

0.25G3 



0.5 ρ (σ n −V σ m − H + σ n− H σ m −V )
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2
i −V

2



σ 2j − H + ∑ σ i2−V σ N2 + ∑ σ i2− H σ N2 
i

i
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The same concept can use to calculate baseband SNR of any pair without narrowband
non-Gaussian interference, and this information will be used to select the pairs that can
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have the best BER after combining. The algorithm to choose the best pairs is shown
below.
Step-1: Separate the pairs into two groups. Group-1 is the pairs without other terms
synchronized (without narrow band non-Gaussian interference) and Group-2 is the pairs
with other terms synchronized (with narrow band non-Gaussian interference). To
separate pairs into two groups, it can be simply achieved by doing the autocorrelation of
S (V ( n ), H ( m )) (t ) . If the autocorrelation function of S (V ( n ), H ( m )) (t ) has more than one peak, it
means that S (V ( n ), H ( m )) (t ) contains narrow band non-Gaussian interference. Otherwise,
S (V ( n ), H ( m )) (t ) does not contain narrow band non-Gaussian interference.

Step-2: Sort the pairs in Group-1 from high SNR to low SNR and start combining the
pair with the highest SNR with the pair with the second high of SNR. When combining,
we assume signal terms belong to different pairs are fully coherent and noise belonging to
different pairs are uncorrelated. If the combined SNR ratio is greater than the highest
SNR of these two pairs, these pairs can be used and these two pairs will combine with the
pair with the third strongest SNR. Otherwise, stop combining and directly use the highest
SNR pair. The process will continue until the combined SNR is smaller than the previous
combined SNR and the pairs from the highest combined SNR ratio will be selected and
used. An example of the combined SNR ratio of combining “ g” pairs can be showing as

SNRcom

P
= Scom =
PNcom

(

PS −1 + PS − 2 + ........ + PS − g

∑ PN −i
g

i =1

)

2

5.34
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where PS −i is the received baseband signal power belonging to the ith pair and can be
found by the same method as finding PS ( m, n ) in the Eq. 5.33 . The PN −i is the received
baseband noise power belonging to the ith pair and can be found by the same method as
finding PN ( m, n ) in the Eq. 5.32.

Step-3: Compare the lower bound BER of combined pairs with the pair that has the best
BER in the Group-2. If combined pairs have better BER, directly use the combined
signals. Otherwise, use the pair with the best BER in Group-2. Also the noise terms in
Group-1 can be approximate to a zero mean white Gaussian. However, sometimes the
pairs in Group-2 can be used even when they contain non-Gaussian interference. For
example, in line-of-sight communication, the received line-of-sight signal is much
stronger than the received multipath signals. If we synchronize the received line-of-sight
signal with the received multipath signal, the BER will worse than the synchronized
received line-of-sight signal with received line-of-sight signal because the signal power
of multipath signal is too weak compared to the line-of-sight signal. The lower bound
BER of combined pairs can be shown in Eq. 5.35, while the BER of the pair that contains
non-Gaussian interference is presented in [34].

 2 PScomTb BL
PNcom


Pe _ com = Q 







5.35

where PScom and PNcom are shown in Eq. 5.34 . The reason that the BER found in Eq. 5.35
is a lower bound is because we assume the noise terms generated by different pairs are
uncorrelated to each other. In reality, some terms belong to different pairs are fully
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correlated and how many noise terms are correlated depends on the delay response. A
simulation is done to compare our method with the RAKE receiver and the channel
results are shown in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 . In the simulation, we assume σ i −V and
σ i − H to be equal. This setup ensures that we are always under the worst situation because

we cannot synchronize the strongest path in V channel with the strongest path in H
channel since their delay times are the same.
Table 5-1: Channel-1 setup
Path
Path-1
Path-2
Path-3
Path-4
Path-5

Delay( µ s )
0
0.2
0.5
1.6
2.3

Fractional Power
0.192
0.394
0.248
0.099
0.067

Delay( µ s )
0
0.1
0.3
0.5
15

Fractional Power
0.413
0.293
0.145
0.074
0.067

Table 5-2: Channel-2 setup
Path
Path-1
Path-2
Path-3
Path-4
Path-5

In the simulation, the bit rate is fixed at 5 Mbps and 100000 bits are sent while the
chip rate using for RAKE receiver is 25 Mbps for Channel-1 simulation and is 50 Mbps
for Channel-2 simulation. The same Gold sequence with length 2047 chip duration time
is used for both simulations. The bandwidth of antenna and the transmitted signal is fixed
at

980

MHz.

The

pairs

that

are

selected

from

Channel-1

are
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( Path − 2, Path − 3) , ( Path − 1, Path − 2) , ( Path − 1, Path − 3) , ( Path − 2, Path − 4) ,
( Path − 2, Path − 5) , ( Path − 3, Path − 4) , ( Path − 1, Path − 4) , and ( Path − 3, Path − 5) .
These pairs are sorted from high SNR to low SNR. The pairs that are selected
Channel-2

are

from

(Path −1, Path − 2) , ( Path − 1, Path − 3) , (Path −1, Path − 4) ,

(Path −1, Path − 5) , ( Path − 2, Path − 4) , and ( Path − 2, Path − 5) . From the simulation

results shown in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10, it is seen that this method does improve
system performance in a multipath channel.

Figure 5-9: BER comparison in multipath environment.
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Figure 5-10: BER comparison in multipath environment.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work

6.1 Conclusion

A spread spectrum technique using ultra-wideband noise waveforms has been
designed and successfully tested for covert communications. The noise key and the noiselike modulated signal are transmitted over orthogonal polarizations to mimic unpolarized
noise. The featureless characteristics of the transmitted waveform ensure the security of
communications. It is well-known that the transmitted reference (TR) technique is used to
establish communication when there are critical unknown properties of the transmitted
signal or channel, and it is easier implemented compared to stored or locally generated
reference systems[35][36]. This scheme completely avoids the synchronization problem
of stored or locally generated reference systems but performance will worse than them at
the same signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) because the noise-cross-noise term will appear at
the output of correlator and more noise terms will be generated. The heterodyne
correlation implementation developed in this project alleviates the performance
degradation shown by TR systems at low SNR values by collapsing the UWB transmitted
signals to a single clean frequency at the receiver. By using a band-limited true Gaussian
noise waveform to spread the signal’ s power into a large bandwidth, an extremely large
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processing gain is achieved and the system can operate very well in a noisy and jammed
channel.
The performance of this noise-modulated covert communication system in a single
user, multiuser, and partial-band jamming environment is properly modeled and
compared with simulations. The bandwidth of the transmitted signal controls the BER
performance when the bit rate and the SNR at the output of antenna are fixed. The results
demonstrate that the system can achieve robust communications in the low SNR or low
SIR channels. Since the system operates over a wide frequency range, it cannot avoid the
co-channel DS-CDMA interference. The research reveals that the noise modulated
system will have good immunity to the DS-CDMA interference by simply adding a
narrow band band-stop filter with center the same as our transmitted signal. The crossproduct algorithm, specially designed for this system, is an alternative method that can
successfully improve the system performance in the multipath environment. Compared to
the RAKE receiver, this algorithm has better performance because it uses more diversity.
The preliminary field test results successfully validate this concept can operate in low
SNR and SIR channel.
All the results demonstrate that the noise-modulated communication system has
excellent potential for covert data transmission. However, there are some efforts that need
to be done in order to make the system fully functional and achieve “ push-to-talk” . The
following sections present the future work that need to be accomplished and the possible
solutions that can be used to accomplish these works.
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6.2 Future work: Channel estimation

The channel impulse responses in the V and H channels need to be obtained when
the cross-product algorithm or RAKE receiver needs to be implemented. Inspiring by the
noise radar, this section demonstrates that the noise pilot can be used to estimate the
delay, Doppler frequency, and fractional power corresponding to each path [37][38].
Since noise pilot is zero mean Gaussian noise, the covertness can be maintained while the
system is measuring the channel response. The delay time of each multipath term should
be obtained first and this information is used to measure the fractional power and Doppler
frequency of each path.
The basic idea is sending a zero mean Gaussian noise as pilot to estimate the
channel response. The receiver should know the pilot and have its stored copy. Since the
NMCC system uses the dual linear polarization horn antenna, the delay and frequency
shift response in V and H channels should be the same but the fractional power
corresponding to Lth path in V and H channels should be different. If the pilot is denoted
as p (t ) , the same frequency range as our transmitted signals, the received signals in V
and H channels in the multipath environment can be expressed as

Hˆ(t ) = ∑ aH , L e j 2π f Lt p (t − t L )

6.1

Vˆ(t ) = ∑ aV , L e j 2π fL t p (t − t L )

6.2

N

L =1
N

L =1
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where f L , and t L are the Doppler shift and delay corresponding to the Lth path. The aV , L
and aH , L are the amplitudes corresponding to the Lth path in V and H channels
respectively.
At the receiver side, the stored pilot chops into M sections by the window with
duration time T . The chopped signal corresponding to the nth section is denoted as pn (t ) .

T should be properly chosen. In general, T should be much smaller than f L−1 and should
be smaller than the delay time between each path [38]. For example, the delay in the
suburb on area is between 200-2000 nanoseconds and 1-30 microseconds in the urban
areas [30]. The Doppler shift is usually smaller than 1 KHz when the pilot operates
within 1-2 GHz.
The block diagram of channel estimator structure using noise pilot is shown in
Figure 6-1. The structure contains “ M” correlators and “ n-1” delay lines (DL) are added
in front of the nth correlator. Each delay line with delay time is equal to T and the
reference signal that is used for the nth correlator is pM +1− n (t ) .
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Figure 6-1: Structure of channel estimator (DL=delay line).
The output of n th correlator at time t is shown in Eq. 6.3 while the incoming
signal Hˆ(t ) is introduced in Eq. 6.1 .
T
Pn (t ) = ∫ pn (τ ) Hˆ(t − ( n − 1)T + τ )dτ
0

6.3

From Eq. 6.3 and Eq. 6.1, it is clearly to show that there will have N significant
correlation peaks at the output of summation circuit when t is equal to MT + tL
( L = 1, 2,3.....N ). Thus, the delay time information of each path can be obtained
according to the time that peaks will appear. A simulation is done and the results are
shown in Figure 6-2. In the simulation, the pilot is band-limited zero mean white
Gaussian with frequency range 100-200 MHz. The sample frequency is 600 MHz and
each window contains 80 samples. There are three multipath terms in the channel. The
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first path has 1.16-µs delay, 1.2-KHz frequency shift, and 50% fractional power. The
second path has 2.16-µs delay, 1.8-KHz frequency shift, and 20% fractional power .The
third path has 3.33-µs delay, 4.8-KHz frequency shift, and 30% fractional power. From
results shown in Figure 6-2, the delay time of each path is successfully obtained.
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Figure 6-2: Simulation results of delay time estimation.
The frequency shift corresponding to Lth path can be found by the vector VL and
is shown as
VL = [ P1 ( MT + t L ), P2 ( MT + t L )........PM −1 ( MT + t L ), PM ( MT + t L ) ]

6.4

where Pn ( ) can be calculated by Eq. 6.3. By plotting vector VL with down sample factor
T / f S−1 , we can observe that the VL forms a sinusoid wave with period f L−1 . That is

because the T is much smaller than f L−1 and e j 2π f L ( t +τ ) in the Eq. 6.3 can be considered
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as constant when 0 ≤ τ ≤ M [31]. The fractional power belonging to the Lth path can be
found by

RL =

Pow(VL )

∑ Pow(V )
N

L =1

L

6.5

where the Pow(VL ) can be shown as

Pow(VL ) = ∑
M

i =1

Pi 2 ( MT + t L )
M

6.6

The Figure 6-3 shows the time domain plot of the VL and the Figure 6-4 shows the
frequency domain plot of the VL . The frequency shift of each path can be exactly
obtained. Table 6-1 also presents the measured fractional power. We can observe that the
error is less than 5%. The simulation results demonstrate that the noise pilot has great
potential for channel estimation. More research need to be done for evaluating the
computation time which is an important factor of any algorithm planned to be used for
real- time processing.
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Figure 6-3: The time domain plots of VL (L=1,2,3).
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Table 6-1 : Measured fractional power
Actual fractional
power
Measured fractional
power
Error (%)

1st Path
0.5

2nd Path
0.2

3rd Path
0.3

0.513

0.19

0.297

2.6

5

1

6.3 Future work: Carrier synchronization

In wireless communications, the center frequency of received signal will change
with the time due to the Doppler shift generated by the channel or random frequency
drifting causing by the crystal oscillator. In order to perform down-conversion properly,
the phase locked loop (PLL) needs to be implemented into the system. The well-known
square loop or Costas loop are widely used to solve this problem [39]. Because the
commercially available phase locked loop (PLL) circuit only accepts the input signals
with frequency less than 100 MHz, the frequency doubler and frequency divider should
be added before the carrier synchronization circuit. The block diagram of square loop
which has been implemented into the NMCC system at receiver side is shown in
Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5: Square loop that is implemented in the NMCC system.
From our experiment, the a 2 (t ) terms in the Eq. 2.9 generates extra frequency
components. The extra oscillation prevents the analog type frequency doubler and
frequency divider from exactly catching the center frequency of the input signal. Thus,
the PLL cannot lock to the carrier frequency of the received signal. Adding a narrowband band-pass filter before the frequency doubler seems to be a solution. Unfortunately,
the experiment results show this method will not work because the waveform has been
distorted by this narrow-band filter.
An alternative method is direct down-conversion of the received signal into
baseband, and implementing digital square loop in the FPGA design to avoid the
problems that are generated by analog type components. The computation time
determines whether this idea can be used for carrier synchronization or not. We believe
that the NMCC system can achieve “ push-to-talk” when the carrier synchronization and
channel estimation can be accomplished and implemented into the system.
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6.4 Future work: Exact PDF of received noise

Because the NMCC system is an ultra-wideband communication system, the ratio
between the bandwidth of transmitted signal and the bandwidth of low-pass filter is very
large. Thus, we assume that the filtered noise is zero mean white Gaussian. However,
there is restriction of bandwidth in some applications and the ultra-wideband signal is not
allowed. Thus, the ratio between the bandwidth of transmitted signal and the bandwidth
of low-pass filter becomes small, and the deviation between simulation results and the
BER model shown in Chapter-3 and Chapter-5 will increase, because the filtered noise
loses white noise characteristics.
Finding the exact pdf of the filtered noise allows us to derive the BER equation
that can be used for all the situations with small deviation. The pdf of sum frequency
noise may be obtained by the concept that is presented by Andrews [40]. The task is
finding the pdf of filtered noise because the pdf of sum frequency noise usually has a
very complex mathematical expression.
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Appendix A
Power of interference terms in jamming channel

The Vˆ(t ) and Hˆ(t ) can be represented as
Hˆ(t ) = x(t − t1 ) cos(2π f n (t − t1 )) − y (t − t1 ) sin(2π fn (t − t1 ))
Vˆ(t ) = m(t ) [ x(t ) cos(2π f t ) + y(t )sin(2π f t ) ]
n

A.1

n

,where f c = 2 f n . The x(t ) and y (t ) are Gaussian random variable independent to each
other and the m(t ) is the data that transmitted by NMCC system. Applying Eq. A.1, the

sum frequency signals of

J (t )Vˆ(t − t1 ) and J (t − t1 ) Hˆ(t ) can be expressed as (For

convenience, we assume the delay of the delay line is zero ( t1 = 0 ) since it will not affect
the derivation. Eq. A.2
( J (t )Vˆ(t ))sum = IV (t ) = 0.5 2Pm(t )md (t )c(t )[ x(t )cos(2π ( fn + f J )t ) + y(t )sin(2π ( fn + f J )t )]
( J (t )Hˆ(t ))sum = IH (t ) = 0.5 2Pmd (t )c(t ) [ x(t )cos(2π ( f n + f J )t ) − y(t )sin(2π ( fn + f J )t )]

A.2

,where c(t ) is the PN sequence that used by non-intentional DS-SS interference and the
md (t ) is the data that carries by this interference. The P is the power of this interference.
The power of filtered summation IV (t ) and I H (t ) can be found in Eq. A.3 since ideal
filter can be considered as linear component.
2
2
2
E  ( BPF ( IV (t) + I H (t) ) )  = E ( BPF(IV (t))  + E ( BPF(I H (t))  + 2E [ BPF(I H (t)IV (t))]







= PI 5 + PI 7 + 2BPF ( E [ IH (t)IV (t)])

A.3
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The PI 5 and PI 7 are the power of filtered IV (t ) and I H (t ) respectively. They can
be found by Eq. 5.17 and are Pσ S2 BL

(B

S

)

+ Tc−1 . The 2 E [ IV (t ) I H (t ) ] terms in Eq. A.3

can be found as

2E[ IV (t)IH (t)] = 2E[(m(t)md2 (t)c2 (t) ( x(t)cos(2π( fn + fJ )t) + y(t)sin(2π ( fn + fJ )t))
× ( x(t)cos(2π ( fn + fJ )t) − y(t)sin c(2π( fn + fJ )t))]

(

= 2Rmd ,md (0)Rc,c (0)m(t) E  x2 (t)cos2 (2π ( fn + fJ )t) − E  y2 (t)sin2 (2π( fn + fJ )t)

(

= Rmd,md (0)Rc,c (0)E[m(t)] E  x2 (t) − E  y2 (t)
= Rmd,md (0)Rc,c (0)E[m(t)]× 0

)

)

A.4

=0

Since the 2 E [ IV (t ) I H (t ) ] is zero, the 2 BPF ( E [ I H (t ) IV (t ) ]) is also zero. The power of
BPF ( IV (t ) + I H (t ) ) is equal to sum their individual power after passing the filter. Thus,

(

)

(

)

the power of BPF J '
(t)Hˆ(t)sum plus BPF J (t)Vˆ(t − t1 )sum is equal to sum their individual

power.

Appendix B
Power of interference terms in multipath channel

The

mean

of

sum

frequency

components

signals

of

σi−Vσ j−H H(t −t j −(tN −tm))V(t −ti − (tN −tn )) and σi−Hσ j−V H(t −ti −(tN −tn ))V(t −tj −(tN −tm) are
zero. The power of summation these twp sum frequency components signals can be
found by Eq. B.1
P = E[(σi−Vσ j−Ha(t −t j −Tm)a(t −ti −Tn )cos(2π fcT +θ(t −t j −Tm) −θ(t −ti −Tn ) +α)

+σi−Hσ j−V a(t −t j −Tn )a(t −ti −Tm)cos(2π fcT +θ(t −t j −Tn) −θ(t −ti −Tm) +α))2]

= E[(σi−Vσ j−Ha(t −t j −Tm)a(t −ti −Tn )cos(2π fcT +θ(t −t j −Tm) −θ(t −ti −Tn ) +α))2]

+ E[(σi−Hσ j−Va(t −t j −Tn)a(t −ti −Tm)cos(2π fcT +θ(t −t j −Tn) −θ(t −ti −Tm) +α))2]

+2σi−Hσ j−Vσi−Vσ j−HE[a2(t −t j −Tm)a2(t −ti −Tn)cos(2π fcT +θ(t −t j −Tm) −θ(t −ti −Tn) +α)

B.1

× cos(2π fcT +θ(t −t j −Tn ) −θ(t −ti −Tm) +α)]

= P1 + P2 +2E σi−Hσ j−Vσi−Vσ j−Ha2(t −t j −Tm)a2(t −ti −Tn)cos( 4π fct +2α) 

+2E σi−Hσ j−Vσi−Vσ j−Ha2(t −t j −Tm)a2(t −ti −Tn)cos( 2θ(t −t j −Tn) −2θ(t −ti −Tm))

where

P1

and

P2

are

power

of

sum

frequency

components

signals

of σi−Vσ j−H H(t −t j −(tN −tm))V(t −ti − (tN −tn )) and σi−Hσ j−V H(t −ti −(tN −tn ))V(t −tj −(tN −tm) . The
Tn = tN − tn

,

Tm = t N − tm

,

and

α = 2π f n ((tm + tn ) − ti − t j − 2tN )

.

The

E  σ i − H σ j −V σ i −V σ j − H a 2 (t − t j − Tm )a 2 (t − ti − Tn ) cos ( 4π f c t + 2α )  in the Eq. B.1 is zero.
Since the θ (t − t j − Tn ) and θ (t − ti − Tm ) are uniform random variable within

[π , −π ] . The 2θ (t − t j − Tn ) and −2θ (t − ti − Tm ) are also uniform random variable within

[π , −π ] . If delay time between each path is large enough, the 2θ (t − t j − Tn ) and
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−2θ (t − ti − Tm ) can be considered as two independent random variable. Thus, the PDF of
2θ (t − t j − Tn ) − 2θ (t − ti − Tm ) has isosceles triangle shape with center at located at zero
and the range is between [2π , −2π ] . Since the pdf is symmetry to the zero, the

E  σ i − H σ j −V σ i −V σ j − H a 2 (t − t j − Tm ) a 2 (t − ti − Tn ) cos ( 2θ (t − t j − Tn ) − 2θ (t − ti − Tm ) ) 

is

equal to zero and the Eq. B.1 can be reduced to Eq. B.2

P = P1 + P2
Thus,

the

power

of

summation

B.2

of σi−Vσ j−H H(t −t j −(tN −tm))V(t −ti − (tN −tn )) and

σi−Hσ j−V H(t −ti −(tN −tn ))V(t −t j −(tN −tm) is summation their individual power.
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Appendix C
Stage by stage measurement
The time domain signal is recorded by Agilent DSO80804B oscillation scope and
frequency domain signal is measured by HP 8562E spectrum analyzer. The place with
red arrow in Figure C-1 is the place that did the measurement. The sequential order of
measured results present in this section is correspond to the number in the Figure C-1.

Figure C-1 : Transmitter block diagram (top) and receiver block diagram (bottom).
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(1) Signal at output of noise generator (Transmitter):

Figure C-2 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot at output of noise generator
in the transmitter side.
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(2) Signal at output of band-pass filter (Transmitter):

Figure C-3 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot at output of band-pass
filter in the transmitter side.
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(3) Signal at output of FPGA board (Transmitter):

Figure C-4 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot at output of FPGA board in
the transmitter side.
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(4) Signal at output of mixer (Transmitter):

Figure C-5 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot at output of mixer in the
transmitter side.
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(5) Signal sends to horizontal polarization antenna (Transmitter):

Figure C-6 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot for the signal that will send
to horizontal polarization antenna.
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(6) Signal sends to vertical polarization antenna (Transmitter):

Figure C-7 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot for the signal that will send
to vertical polarization antenna.
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(7) Signal at output of first mixer (Receiver):

Figure C-8 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot at output of the first mixer
in the receiver side.
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(8) Signal at output of band-pass filter (Receiver):

Figure C-9 : Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot at output of the band-pass
filter in the receiver side.
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(9) Signal at output of low-pass filter (Receiver):

Figure C-10: Recorded time (top) and frequency (bottom) plot at output of the low-pass
filter in the receiver side.
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Appendix D
Matlab Code
1. AWGN Channel (Single-User):

clc;
format long;
clear All;
%Parameter setup==================
SNRchannel=-14:1:-6;
samplefre=36*10^9;
Ts=1/samplefre;
datarate=5*10^6;%Data is running 5Mbps
t=0:1/samplefre:(100/datarate)-(1/samplefre);
BW=980*10^6;
BERtotal=zeros(1,9);
%==============================
for g=1:1:9
for m=1:1:1000
input=randint(1,100);
%============================================
%BPSK modulation
BPSK=dmodce(input,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
allsize=length(BPSK);
%put signal on carrier
carrier3G=cos(2*pi*3*10^9*t);
passband=carrier3G.*BPSK;
%=======================================
%Generating H signal===============
noise1=wgn(1,allsize,0);
loBW=1.5*10^9-0.5*BW;
upBW=1.5*10^9+0.5*BW;
Hsignal=BPF (loBW,upBW,noise1,samplefre);
% ===========================
%Generating V signal=================
transmitt=passband.*Hsignal;
loBW2=1.5*10^9-0.5*BW-datarate;
upBW2=1.5*10^9+0.5*BW+datarate;
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Vsignal=antenna(loBW2,upBW2,transmitt,samplefre);
%================ ===============
%Power amplifier make sure that Vertical and Horizontal signal has the same
%power
V1=Vsignal*sqrt(pow(Vsignal)/pow(Vsignal));
H1=Hsignal*sqrt(pow(Vsignal)/pow(Hsignal));
% ===========================
%Add channel noise==============================================
wgnH = wgn(1,allsize,0);
wgnV = wgn(1,allsize,0);
recnV=antenna(loBW2,upBW2,wgnV,samplefre); %channel noise
recnH=antenna(loBW2,upBW2,wgnH,samplefre); %channel noise
%Make sure the recived noise and signal at the same SNR
recVPower=pow(V1);%received signal power
recNVPower=recVPower/(10^(SNRchannel(g)/10));%find received noise power
NVcoeffe=sqrt(recNVPower/pow(recnV));%coeffieient adjust power
recnV=NVcoeffe*recnV;%rec V noise with proper SNRchannel

recHPower=pow(H1);%received signal power
recNHPower=recHPower/(10^(SNRchannel(g)/10));%find received noise power
NHcoeffe=sqrt(recNHPower/pow(recnH));%coeffieient adjust power
recnH=NHcoeffe*recnH;%rec H noise with proper SNRchannel
%==========================================================
%Received Signal ===========================
Vrec=V1+recnV;
Hrec=H1+recnH;
rec=Vrec.*Hrec;
%First BPF between 2.95GHz~3.05GHz
spassband=BPF2950Mto3050M(rec,samplefre);
%Mix with carrier and send to low pass filter 0~20MHz
sbase=spassband.*carrier3G;
%LPF=20M
s20baseband=LPF20M(sbase,samplefre);
%Demodulation and calculate the error
output=ddemodce(s20baseband,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
errNum=biterr(output,input);
counter(m)=errNum;
end
BERtotal(g)=sum(counter)/(10^5);
end

2. Loss-Factor calculation:

%Derive the loss factor=================================
rec=V1.*H1; %V1 and H1 is in AWGN single user environment
spassband=BPF(2*10^9,4*10^9,rec,samplefre);
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sbase=spassband.*carrier3G;
s20baseband=LPF20M(sbase,samplefre);
s1Gbaseband=LPF1G(sbase,smplefre);
lossfactor=pow(s20baseband)/pow(s1Gbaseband);

3. Time and frequency domain plot:
plotspec(V1,1/samplefre); %Plot transmitted V signal
plotspec(H1,1/samplefre); %Plot transmitted H signal
4. AWGN Channel (Multi-User):

%Simulation BER performance with different Gain for MTT paper
%Multi-User Environment N=3 and N=5
clc;
clear;
format long;
SNRchannel=-11:1:-4;
samplefre=12*10^9;
Ts=1/samplefre;
datarate=5*10^6;%Data is running 5MHz
t=0:1/samplefre:(100/datarate)-(1/samplefre);
BERtotal3=zeros(1,8);
BERtotal5=zeros(1,8);
for g=1:1:8
counter1=ones(1,1200);
counter2=ones(1,1200);
for m=1:1:1200
input1=randint(1,100);
input2=randint(1,100);
input3=randint(1,100);
input4=randint(1,100);
input5=randint(1,100);
MaxPower=1; %in Watt
AntennaImp=50;
SNR=0;
%============================================
%BPSK modulation
BPSK1=dmodce(input1,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
BPSK2=dmodce(input2,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
BPSK3=dmodce(input3,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
BPSK4=dmodce(input4,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
BPSK5=dmodce(input5,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
allsize=length(BPSK1);
%put signal on carrier
carrier3G=cos(2*pi*3*10^9*t);
P1=carrier3G.*BPSK1;
P2=carrier3G.*BPSK2;
P3=carrier3G.*BPSK3;
P4=carrier3G.*BPSK4;
P5=carrier3G.*BPSK5;
%=======================================
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%Generate H signal 1.015GHz to 1.985GHz
noise1=wgn(1,allsize,0);
noise2=wgn(1,allsize,0);
noise3=wgn(1,allsize,0);
noise4=wgn(1,allsize,0);
noise5=wgn(1,allsize,0);
Hsignal1=BPF(1015*10^6,1985*10^6,noise1,samplefre);
Hsignal2=BPF (1015*10^6,1985*10^6,noise2,samplefre);
Hsignal3=BPF (1015*10^6,1985*10^6,noise3,samplefre);
Hsignal4=BPF (1015*10^6,1985*10^6,noise4,samplefre);
Hsignal5=BPF (1015*10^6,1985*10^6,noise5,samplefre);
%Go to Sigle sideband downconverter 1.01GHz to 1.99GHz===========================
%Generate V signal
transmit1=P1.*Hsignal1;
transmit2=P2.*Hsignal2;
transmit3=P3.*Hsignal3;
transmit4=P4.*Hsignal4;
transmit5=P5.*Hsignal5;
Vsignal1=antenna(101*10^6,199*10^6,transmit1,samplefre);
Vsignal2=antenna(101*10^6,199*10^6,transmit2,samplefre);
Vsignal3=antenna(101*10^6,199*10^6,transmit3,samplefre);
Vsignal4=antenna(101*10^6,199*10^6,transmit4,samplefre);
Vsignal5=antenna(101*10^6,199*10^6,transmit5,samplefre);
%Power amplifier make sure that Vertical and Horizontal signal has the same
%power
V1=Vsignal1*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Vsignal1));
V2=Vsignal2*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Vsignal2));
V3=Vsignal3*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Vsignal3));
V4=Vsignal4*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Vsignal4));
V5=Vsignal5*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Vsignal5));
H1=Hsignal1*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Hsignal1));
H2=Hsignal2*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Hsignal2));
H3=Hsignal3*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Hsignal3));
H4=Hsignal4*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Hsignal4));
H5=Hsignal5*sqrt(pow(Vsignal1)/pow(Hsignal5));
%Adding delay time==========================
V2len=(allsize/100)*1.5;%Add delay time
V3len=(allsize/100)*3;%Add delay time
V4len=(allsize/100)*4.2;%Add delay time
V5len=(allsize/100)*5.6;%Add delay time
HH2=[zeros(1,V2len),H2(1:(allsize-V2len))];
HH3=[zeros(1,V3len),H3(1:(allsize-V3len))];
HH4=[zeros(1,V4len),H4(1:(allsize-V4len))];
HH5=[zeros(1,V5len),H5(1:(allsize-V5len))];
%============================================
%Add channel noise==============================================
wgnH = wgn(1,allsize,0);
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wgnV = wgn(1,allsize,0);
recnV=antenna(101*10^6,199*10^6,wgnV,samplefre); %channel noise
recnH=antenna(101*10^6,199*10^6,wgnH,samplefre); %channel noise
%Make sure the recived noise and signal at the same SNR
%Add channel noise=============================================
recVPower=pow(V1);%received signal power
recNVPower=recVPower/(10^(SNRchannel(g)/10));%find received noise power
NVcoeffe=sqrt(recNVPower/pow(recnV));%coeffieient adjust power
recnV=NVcoeffe*recnV;%rec V noise with proper SNRchannel
recHPower=pow(H1);%received signal power
recNHPower=recHPower/(10^(SNRchannel(g)/10));%find received noise power
NHcoeffe=sqrt(recNHPower/pow(recnH));%coeffieient adjust power
recnH=NHcoeffe*recnH;%rec H noise with proper SNRchannel
%==========================================================
Vrec3=V1+V2+V3+recnV;
Hrec3=H1+HH2+HH3+recnH;
rec3=Vrec3.*Hrec3;
Vrec5=V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+recnV;
Hrec5=H1+HH2+HH3+HH4+HH5+recnH;
rec5=Vrec5.*Hrec5;
%First BPF between 2.9GHz~3.1GHz
spassband3=BPF2900Mto3100M(rec3,samplefre);
spassband5=BPF2900Mto3100M(rec5,samplefre);
%Mix with carrier and send to low pass filter 0~20MHz
sbase3=spassband3.*carrier3G;
sbase5=spassband5.*carrier3G;
%LPF=20M
s20baseband3=LPF20M(sbase3,samplefre);
s20baseband5=LPF20M(sbase5,samplefre);
%Demodulation and calculate the error
output3=ddemodce(s20baseband3,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
output5=ddemodce(s20baseband5,datarate,samplefre,'
ask'
,2);
errNum3=biterr(output3(11:90),input1(11:90));
counter3(m)=errNum3;
errNum5=biterr(output5(11:90),input1(11:90));
counter5(m)=errNum5;
end
BERtotal3(g)=sum(counter3)/(96000);
BERtotal5(g)=sum(counter5)/(96000);
end

5. Sub-Function:

(a)pow( )
function y=pow(x)
% y=pow(x) calculates the power in the input sequence x
y=sum(x.^2)/length(x);
(b)LPF20M( )
function LPFout=LPF20M(recbase,samplefre);
allsize=length(recbase);
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freb=fft(recbase,allsize);
Pbb=freb.*conj(freb)/allsize;
Pbby=zeros(1,allsize);
freb2=zeros(1,allsize);
for i=1:1:allsize
if (0/samplefre)*allsize<=i & i<=((20*10^6)/samplefre)*allsize;
Pbby(i)=Pbb(i);
freb2(i)=freb(i);
elseif (1-((20*10^6)/samplefre))*allsize<=i & i<=(1-(0/samplefre))*allsize;
Pbby(i)=Pbb(i);
freb2(i)=freb(i);
else
Pbby(i)=Pbb(i)*0.000000000001;
freb2(i)=freb(i)*.000000000001;
end
end
LPFout=real(ifft(freb2,allsize));

(c)BPF2950Mto3050M( )
function recpassband=BPF2950Mto3050M(rec,samplefre);
allsize=length(rec);
frer=fft(rec,allsize);
Prr=frer.*conj(frer)/allsize;
Prry=zeros(1,allsize);
frer2=zeros(1,allsize);
for i=1:1:allsize
if ((2.95*10^9)/samplefre)*allsize<=i & i<=((3.05*10^9)/samplefre)*allsize
Prry(i)=Prr(i);
frer2(i)=frer(i);
elseif (1-((3.05*10^9)/samplefre))*allsize<=i & i<=(1-((2.95*10^9)/samplefre))*allsize
Prry(i)=Prr(i);
frer2(i)=frer(i);
else
Prry(i)=Prr(i)*0.000000000001;
frer2(i)=frer(i)*.000000000001;
end
end
recpassband=real(ifft(frer2,allsize));

(d)BPF( )
function recpassband=BPF (low,up,rec,samplefre);
allsize=length(rec);
frer=fft(rec,allsize);
Prr=frer.*conj(frer)/allsize;
Prry=zeros(1,allsize);
frer2=zeros(1,allsize);
for i=1:1:allsize
if ((low)/samplefre)*allsize<=i & i<=((up)/samplefre)*allsize
Prry(i)=Prr(i);
frer2(i)=frer(i);
elseif (1-((up)/samplefre))*allsize<=i & i<=(1-((low)/samplefre))*allsize
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Prry(i)=Prr(i);
frer2(i)=frer(i);
else
Prry(i)=Prr(i)*0.000000000001;
frer2(i)=frer(i)*.000000000001;
end
end
recpassband=real(ifft(frer2,allsize));
(e)antenna( )
function recpassband=antenna (low,up,rec,samplefre);
allsize=length(rec);
frer=fft(rec,allsize);
Prr=frer.*conj(frer)/allsize;
Prry=zeros(1,allsize);
frer2=zeros(1,allsize);
for i=1:1:allsize
if ((low)/samplefre)*allsize<=i & i<=((up)/samplefre)*allsize
Prry(i)=Prr(i);
frer2(i)=frer(i);
elseif (1-((up)/samplefre))*allsize<=i & i<=(1-((low)/samplefre))*allsize
Prry(i)=Prr(i);
frer2(i)=frer(i);
else
Prry(i)=Prr(i)*0.000000000001;
frer2(i)=frer(i)*.000000000001;
end
end
recpassband=real(ifft(frer2,allsize));
(f) plotspec( )
% plotspec(x,Ts) plots the spectrum of the signal x
% Ts = time (in seconds) between adjacent samples in x
function plotspec(x,Ts)
N=length(x);
% length of the signal x
t=Ts*(1:N);
% define a time vector
ssf=(-N/2:N/2-1)/(Ts*N);
% frequency vector
fx=fft(x(1:N));
% do DFT/FFT
fxs=fftshift(fx);
% shift it for plotting
subplot(2,1,1), plot(t,x)
% plot the waveform
xlabel('
seconds'
); ylabel('
amplitude'
) % label the axes
subplot(2,1,2), plot(ssf,abs(fxs))
% plot magnitude spectrum
xlabel('
frequency'
); ylabel('
magnitude'
) % label the axes
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